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Costly clean-up

Half right

Change of habits

DOE says $616-843M to rid
Paducah site of pollution

Newton partly pleased
with Racers 76-67 win

Lady Racers break traclitirm
beat Eaglettes 68-62
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Cloudy and cooler

KENT( IC KY CERTIFIED CITY

SOLD IMAM Walla

Tonight: Clouds returning
after midnight. Slightly cooler
with a low in the upper 30s.
Wind becoming northeast at 5 to
10 mph.
Wednesday: Cloudy and cooler with a 60 percent chance of
rain. High in the upper 40s.

NATIONAL

WORLD

STARKE, Fla, — Ted Bundy, the "diabolical" law school dropout
who confessed to killing 20 women in four Western states. was
remorseful as he awaited today's scheduled execution for the 1978
rape and murder of a 12-year-old girl.
MOSCOW -- Rescuers used bulldozers, cranes and excavators to
dig for victims of an earthquake that sent a massive mudslide crashing
through mountain villages in Soviet Central Asia, killing about 1,000
people, officials said.
MIAMI — Two manslaughter counts have been filed against a
policeman whose fatal shooting of a black man ignited last week's
racial riots, but a lawyer for one of the victims said the charges amount
to a "whitewash."

STATE
INEZ — Weekly newspapers once again are poised for battle in_
'-Martin-County, less than a month-after a Pikevilre publisher purchased
two competing papers in a move aimed at ending an editorial feud dating back to 1975.
JACKSON — Although some administrators don't like them, fundraisers seem to work well in Kentucky, where elementary and high
school students collected $68,070,768 during the 1987-88 school year.
OWENSBORO — Roger Cooper is one of a few politicians who
thopes he has opposition in November. Cooper believes his election as
Daviess County surveyor four years ago is an example of why the
office should be eliminated from the Kentucky Constitution.
LOUISVILLE — A recent survey ranked Louisville No. 32 among
America's top 100 metropolitan areas in rejection rates of home-loan
applications for blacks when compared to whites.

SPORTS
MIAMI — A great final - quarter saved a bad week. And so Super
Bowl XXIII, shoved briefly off the sporting- ..orld's stage by television
pictures of angry young blacks burning and looting in the streets,
exited Miami still a star. AM-F13N—SportsLine: Super Bowl.
NORMAN, Okla. — Oklahoma's Mookie Blaylock has handled the
switch from off guard to point guard the same way he handles careless
opponents.
NEW ORLEANS — With about 58,000 tickets already distributed,
the Georgetown-LSU clash, featuring super freshmen Alonzo Mourning and Chris Jackson, appears to be a cinch to break the 21-year-old
single-game Atendance record for college basketball.
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CHICAGO (AP) — Officials
at the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange are asking nervous
traders not to overreact to a
sweeping federal probe of fraud
in the markets, but warn they
would deal -harshly with rule
violators.
The futures exchange's board
of governors met Monday to
discuss the broad undercover
investigation and issued a letter
urging traders "not to be driven
to irrational or self-destructive
behavior by the adverse
publicity."
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Bush, Congress begin tough budget talks

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
,

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 24, 1989

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is meeting with congressional leaders, and aides say trimming the nation's enormous budget
deficit is the top item on the
agenda.
Bush, who promised Congress an
"offered hand" of cooperation,
had a chance to make good on his
words at today's meeting with
House and Senate leaders.
Budget Director-designate
Richard Darman said participants
in the session would try to agree on
the approach they will follow in
negotiations over. .the federal
budget. He called the meeting a
chance "to rise above bickering
and procedure."
Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater
said Rush would not lay out specific budget proposals at today's
meeting. preferring instead to wait
until he addresses a joint HouseSenate session on Feb. 9.

President Bush
Talks budget with Congress
Bush has said he will outline
modifications to Reagan's $1.15
billion fiscal 1990 budget at that

time.
However, Fitzwater said, today's
session should set a pattern for
future dealings between the Bush
White House and Congress.
He intends to meet with them
frequently, to talk about a number
of issues, talk about the budget
process and planning, talk about
foreign policy, bipartisanship,"
Fitzwater said.
_ In his. first working, day on the
job, Bush on Monday met with his
Cabinet and attended a swearing-in.
ceremony for senior White House
aides.
He also spoke to anti-abortion
marchers through a telephone hookup, telling them abortion is an
''American tragedy' and reiterating his support for a constitutional
amendment to ban the procedure.
At the Cabinet meeting, chief of
staff John Sununu outlined "major
themes and initiatives to he taken

!fl the weeks ahead... accordno
'
a statement from Bh's
office.
Those invited to todaN', ,on- •
gr,essional leadership rriCeL71 ,1_.?
included three Democrats: 1101:se
Speaker Jim Wright of
House Majority Leader Tom 1-oic‘
of Washington and senate Maiorit% .
Leader George Mitchell of- Maine:
and two Republicans:- -Senat,:.
Minority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas and House Minority Leader
Bob Michel of - Illinois.

Darman said the session w.:s
planned as a follow-up to. Bustt's
inaugural remarks ca0tr,,rj
compromise.
"He wanted to
soon and he had an o.r)H]ii
rise above bickering
dure." Darman said. "S
(Cont'd on page

Quayle starting on high profile
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dan
Quayle is starting his tenure as vice
president with a high public profile, meeting five times with President Bush on his first workday and
representing the administration _in a
s- ts-siOn -WO -Intl-abortion leaders.
Quayle's schedule today called
for him to participate in Bush's
morning meeting with leaders of
Congress on the thorny federal
deficit issue and on Bush's plea for
a bipartisan foreign policy.
Then Quayle was to go to Capitol Hill and meet individually with
the leaders in their offices —
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole, Senate Majority Leader

Events ahead
for community
discussed by
MCC chamber

George Mitchell, House Republican Leader Bob Michel, House
Speaker Jim Wright and House
Majority Leader Tom Foley.
Quayle was on the list to attend
a dinner tonighLat the White House
hosted by President Bush for
United Nations Secretary General
Javier Perez De Cuellar.
Quayle's schedule was apparently designed to ensure there's no
impression the Bush camp wants
him out of sight in light of the
negative publicity that dogged him
during the campaign, and the subsequent low profile he kept in the
weeks between the election and the
inaguration last week.

On Monday, two of the BushQuayle meetings were private —
one for breakfast at 7:15 a.m. and
another late in the afternoon on an
unspecified topic. Another was in
Bush's roccting with- the-- toti-re
Cabinet and another was a 10-minute photo session during which
Quayle signed his name in the
drawer of a historic vice presidential desk that had also been signed
by Bush and other predecessors.
In addition, Quayle at Bush's
request swore in several White
House staff members in a session
attended by Bush.
(Cont'd on page ?)

Dan Quayle
Vice President

No school's the rule

By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER
Murray Ledger & Tim*. Staff Writer

The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce met Monday to discuss upcoming events in
Murray and the surrounding area.
Chamber President Walter L.
Appersah informed board members
of a Feb. 14 "Business After
Hours" reception scheduled for
4:30 - 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library on Main
Street.
Apperson also announced the
business of the month — Jerry
Atkins & Associates, located on
the Ky. 121 bypass.
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell
plans to be in Murray Feb. 17,
Apperson said, but no arrangements have been made at the chamber as of now.
Van Dresser, a company that
manufactures headliners,4is in the
final stages of set-up. According to
Apperson, the company should be
"off and running and moving toward operation in Murray" with construction to begin soon.
In other business, Apperson
announced that Anne Adams,
chamber public relations representative and representative of the
Tourism Commission, will travel to
Lexington Feb. 1 to attend the
Kentucky Heritage Council's Kentucky Main Street Conference. The
program centers on restoring and
maintaining -historic resources
located in Kentucky downtowns.
The program would require con:iiderable focal commitment and
financial support, but the Kentucky
Heritage council provides technical
and design assistance, on-site vis(Cont'd on page 2)

This classroom normally would have been busy on a Tuesday morning, but East Calloway County Elementary School custodian Cleo Colson had the room to himself after county schools Supt. Dr. Jack Rose
canceled classes for the rest of the week because of a flu epidemic running through the schools. East
principal Jim Feltner said he had 100 absentees Monday morning out of 446 students, with another 56
leaving before the end of the school day. Rose said attendance for the count) had dropped to 80 percent
stair photo by Davtd Tuck
Monday morning, prompting him to close schools for the week.

Deadline passes for county candidates
The filing deadline for the fouryear county offices of coroner,
judge-executive„ county clerk,
county attorney, sheriff, jailer,
property valuation administrator
and the four county magistrates, as
well as county constable offices,
officially ended at 4 p.m. Monday.
Mark Blankenship, a candidate
for Calloway County Attorney,
announced today that he was withdrawing his name as a candidate
for that position.
The following is a list of those
residents who have filed to run for

one of those positions:
Constable Dist. No.
— Walter King, 212 Irvan St.,.
Murray;
Constable Dist. No. 3
— Max A. Parrish, Route 4.
Murray;
Constable Dist. No. 4
— Billy J. Ballentine, 1700 Miller.
Murray;
•
.1udge/Executi
— Danny Buchanan, Route 6,
Murray;
— George H. Weaks, 211 S. 15th,
Murray;

-- Jim Kelly, Route 3, Murray.
— Billy R. Miller, 303 N. 10th,
Murray; Jailer
-7- Jerry C. Jones. Route 2,
Murray;
— Pat NI. Paschall, Route 1,
Almo;
— William "Bill" Bailey., 1705
Wells Ext.' Murray;
— James K, Parker, 303 S. 11th,
Murray;
— Roger D. Colson. Box 63,
(Cont'd on page 2)
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DOE says $616-843M to rid
Paducah site of pollution

Slow sales after holiday
have tobacco average down
By DAVID TUCK
lawny Lodgera Thum 1.1101 Writer

Slow sales after Christmas
brought the season average for aircured tobacco down, Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association General Manager Will Ed
Clark said today.
A total of 810,680 pounds of
type 23 air-cured tobacco were sold
in Murray and Mayfield this season
for an average price of $140.43,
with the local floors accounting for
129,286 pounds at an average of
$157.11 per hundred pounds. Last
week's dealer sale, the first since
Christmas, totaled 33,710 pounds
at an average of just $127.29 in
Murray, a figure Clark said substantially lowered the season
average.
"The sale went as usual - they
nearly always fall off after Christmas," Clark said. "Some of the
tobacco dropped $13-20 dollars a
pound."
The association pool took 15.36
of the air-cured tobacco sold in
Murray this year at an average
price of $80.96 per hundred
pounds.
Clark noted that local air-cured
farmers will have one more chance
to sell their tobacco on the market
when the Murray floors hold their
air-cured clean-up sale Feb. 6.
According to Clark, the clean-up
sale will be the final chance of the
season for farmers to receive price

support for their Ur-cured tobacco.
The air-cured sale will coincide
with the second local sale of the
season for fire-cured tobacco,
Clark added. Fire-cured sales
opened in Murray and Mayfield
Monday, with $2.30 a pound being
the top price paid for the tobacco,
while $2.20 stood as the top "practical" price for the tobacco.
Clark said local farmers' reactions to the sales of fire-cured
tobacco have been mixed. Many
sold their tobacco at the barn door
for $2.20 a pound, he said.
"The farmers who sold incountry were fairly satisfied,"
Clark said, "but some of them who
went to market were hoping for
higher prices. It's a mixed bag."
Even so, Clark said the average
price this year for the fire-cured
tobacco seems to be running consistently higher than last year's totals. He said the supply of firecured is beginning to dwindle in
the wake of a 40 percent reduction
in production quotas two years ago,
and the tobacco companies are concerned that some of the producers
could get discouraged with the
prices they have been receiving.
"The companies are concerned
that people are thinking about not
growing dark-fired tobacco," Clark
said. "I'm not convinced that prices
are going to be this good every
year."
Totals for the dark-fired sales
Monday will be tallied this afternoon, Clark said.

Bundy executed today
STARICE, Fla.(AP) — Ted Bundy, the "diabolical" law school
dropout who confessed to killing
20 women in four Western states,
was executed in the electric chair
today for the 1978 rape and murder
of a 12-year-old girl.
At 7:06 a.m., six minutes past
schedule, the executioner turned on
2,000 volts of electricity and Bundy gently surged back in the chair
and clenched his fists. One minute
later, the power was turned off.
"At 7:16 this morning, the doctor at Florida State Prison pronounced Theodore Bundy dead,"
said Jon_ Peck..a spokesman for
Florida Gov. Bob Martinez. "He
was executed right on schedule."
Bundy, under his fourth death
warrant, was condemned for the
kidnapping, rape and murder of
12-year-old Kimberly Leach of
Lake City. Her body was found in
an abandoned pigsty. He also was
sentenced to death for killing two
sorority sisters at Florida State
University in Tallahassee in 1978.
In his final statement, Bundy
said, "Jim and Fred, I'd like you to
give my love to my family and
friends."

Jim Coleman is Bundy's attorney
from Washington, D.C., and Fred
Lawrence is a Methodist minister
who spent the night in prayer with
him.
In addition to praying, a
remorseful Bundy, 42, also placed
two last calls to his mother in
Tacoma, Wash., to say farewell.
"He sounds wonderful," Louise
Bundy said after the first telephone
call. "He sounds very much at
peace with himself."
At the conclusion of the second,
Bundy's mother told him, "You'll
always -he my precious- son',"
according to today's Morning
News Tribune of Tacoma.
Bundy, who dropped out of law
school after a year, is believed to
have stalked young women near
college campuses, shopping centers
and parks in the West and Northwest, targeting those with long,
dark hair, parted in the middle.
Prosecutors said he often lured
victims into his car by posing as
police officer or making false
requests for aid.

Joe E. Thornton

Bob Billington

Billington
seeks seat
on council
Local insurance executive Bob
Billington filed as a candidate for
the Murray City Council this morning. Billington is a life-long resident of Murray. He is president and
general manager of The Murray
Insurance Agency and is president
and manager of Murray Shopping
Centers, Inc., which owns and
operates Bel Air Center in Murray.
Billington has long taken an
interest in Murray by his involvement in civic and community
affairs. He is a member and past
president of the Rotary Club of
Murray, a past director of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce and served on the Murray Planning Commission from
1970 through 1975, serving as
chairman of the commission in
1975.
Billington is a 1959 graduate of
Murray State University with a BS
degree in Business Administration.
He has been in the insurance business in Murray for the past 30
years. He is a member of First
Baptist Church in Murray. He and
his wife Jeannie reside at 1546
Whippoorwill Drive in Murray.
Billington has two sons, Robert
Jr., who is associated with The
Murray Insurance Agency, and
Jason, a pre-med student at Murray
State, and one step-daughter, Lisa
Hopkins, a freshman at Murray
State. In making his announcement,
Billington stated that in his estimation there is no place like Murray,
Ky. in which to live and raise families. He said, "We have so much
going for us and I want to be a part
of and make some contribution
towards making our city an even
better place in which to live. We
can never be satisfied, resting upon
the recognitions we have received
in the past, and become complacent. We must always strive to
improve upon what we have."
•

Our Auto
Savings
Put The
Last
Pieces

Thornton is
candidate for
countyjailer
Joe E. Thornton, Coldwater
Road, has filed as a candidate for
the position of Caloway County
jailer. He has resided in Calloway
County all his life. For several
years he has owned and operated
his own business, Thornton Body
Shop. Prior to that he was manager
of Taylor Truck Body Repair
which was a branch of Trucks,
Trailers and Buses of Murray.
He is a member of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ where he
has served as a deacon for the past
13 yeras.
He is married to the former Marilyn Brame of Kirksey. They have
two daughters, LaJeanna Thornton
of Murray and Jill flamed of Paducah. They also have two grandsons,
Bradley Joe.Thornton and Payden
Taylor Harned.
Thornton is the son of Louise
Carroll of Murray.

Bush...
(Cont'd from page 1)
to meet and talk about what process we're going to organize."
Darman commented at the end of
his testimony before the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee,
which later voted 9-0 to recommend that the full Senate confirm
him as head of the Office of Management and Budget.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, the
panel's chairman, said the Senate
probably would vote on the
appointment today. "I know of
nothing that would stand in the
way of that," he said.
Bush spent part of Monday on
the telephone,eaThngwor1d leaders-to thank them for sending messages
of congratulations.
Among those he talked with
were Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, Italian
Prime Minister Ciriaca DeMita and
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak.
He also spoke with the leaders of
India, Pakistan, Argentina and
Finland.
During his conversation with
Gorbachev, Bush thanked the
Soviet leader for the warm reception received by his son, Jeb, and
grandson, George P., when they
visited earthquake-stricken Armenia, spokesman Fitzwater said.
Bush also invited Japanese Prime
Minister Noboru Takeshita to visit
the White House on Feb. 2 in what
likely will be the new president's
first meeting with a foreign leader.

(iums

PADUCAH,Ky.(AP) — The Department of Energy has estimated it
will cost between $616 million to $843 million to clean up pollution at
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant_
In comparison, the cost of cleaning up Kentucky's most expensive
Superfund project, the Maxey Flats nuclear-disposal site in Reining
County, has been estimated at $60 million.
The lower estimate is based on state and federal regulations the
Paducah plant must follow, said Department of Energy spokesman Will
Callicott. The higher figure takes into consideration more stringent
interpretations of those regulations, he said.
David Allen, Paducah's manager, said the report "matches up very
well with what we're expecting to need to do."
The report, requested' by Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, provides a breakdown of the cost of making the department's 49 sites and programs
pristine. It follows an earlier report that estimated cleanup costs for all
sites nationwide at $91 billion to $200 billion.
The Paducah cleanup would face competition for money, especially
from the Energy Department's defense sites.
The Paducah plant, operated under contract by Martin Marietta
Corp., is not considered a defense site because it does not enrich uranium sufficiently for use in nuclear weapons.
The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, a larger but similar plant
in Piketon, Ohio, that enriches uranium in tandem with Paducah but
enriches it further, is considered partly military and partly civilian.
Portsmouth will cost from $794 million to $1.19 billion to clean up,
the report said.

Can
(Cont'd from page 1)
Almo;
— Rex Camp, 909 Johnny Robertson Road, Murray;
— Ronny Gardner, 821 S. 4th,
Murray;
— Joe E. Thornton, 2112 Coldwater Road, Murray;
County Clerk
— Teresa Rushing, Route 1,
Almo;
County Attorney
— Mark Blankenship, 806 Olive,
Murray; (Name withdrawn from
race 01-24-89);
— Ron Christopher, 205 S. 6th,
Murray;
— David L. Harrington, Box 921,
Murray;
— Robert 0. Miller, 101 S. 5th,
Murray;
Property Valuation
Administrator
— Galen "Tripp" Thurman, Fox
Meadows Murray;
— Ronnie Jackson, Route 4,
Murray;
— Bob Nanney, Route 1, Murray;
— Kenneth C. Imes, Route 2,
Murray;
Harry 0, Patterson, Route 7, —
Murray;
Sheriff
— Max Dowdy, Route 6, Murray;
— J.D. Williams, 1512 Storey,
Murray;
— Charles A. Stephenson, 919 N.
18th, Murray;
Coroner
— Johnny Miller, 311 N. 4th,
Murray;
— Ricky Edwards, 1307 Vine,
Murray;
— Bill "Popeye" Parker, Fox
Meadows, Murray;
Magistrate, Dist. No. 1
— Clyde Hale, Route 3, Murray;

Chamber...
(Cont'd from page 1)
its, manager and board training,
and grants to qualifying
communities.

Italian
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You cant eat this well at home for this price.

•Up to $750.00 rebate on selected Buicks
0$1,500 on selected Olds
•$1,000 on selected Cadillacs & Pontiacs
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Take advantage of these rebates & hundreds
more in option discounts!

LOW FINANCE RATE OF

4.9%

ON SELECTED MODELS

WILLIAM

G. HART, M.D. AND JAMES C. HART JR.. M.D.
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE ASSOCIATION OF
PETER

A. RONEY, M.D.

IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

Complete The Picture: Buy Now & Save Big On An Models In Stock!
New '88 in stock models at LOW LOW prices!!

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES. PSC
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE 201

PURDOM MOTORS, Inc.
Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern OLDSMOBILE — PONTIAC — CADILLAC — BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

300 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

502-753-3131
800-221-7892

— Gerald Hayes Duncan, Route 6,
Murray;
— Terry Bogard, Route 6,
Murray;
Magistrate, Dist. No. 2
— Steve Lax, Box 24, New
Concord;
— Bill Etherton, Box 871,
Murray;
— Henry A. Buchanan, Route 4,
Murray;
— Ted A. Hale, Route 8, Murray;
— Jane C. Stokes, Route 6,
Murray;
— Joe Edd Boyd, Box 856,
Murray;
Magistrate, Dist. No. 3
— Bobby Stubblefield, Route 4,
Murray;
— Ralph Bogard, 2200 Edinborough, Murray;
— Richard Whited, 1702 Martin
Chapel Road, Murray;
Magistrate, Dist. No. 4
— Dan Miller, Route 1, Murray;
— Walter Clay Wyatt, Route 1,
Kirksey;

Quayle...
(Cont'd from page 1)
- Quayle's—schedule on his' first
day as vice president, as relayed by
press secretary Dave Beckwith, ran
as follows:
—6:40 a.m. EST. Left residence
in McLean, Va., where he and his
family are staying while the official vice presidential mansion in
Washington is being remodeled.
—7:10 a.m. Arrived White
House.
—7:15 a.m. Breakfast with Bush.
—8 a.m. igoutine intelligence
briefing for vice president by CIA
staff.
—8:20 a.m. Swearing in of some
65 White House staff members in a
session attended by Bush and his
Chief of Staff John Sununu.
—10 a.m. Meeting with vice
presidential Chief of Staff Robert
Guttman, Beckwith, domestic policy adviser Bill ICristol and legislative liaison Bill Gribbin. Discussion focused mostly on upcoming
meeting with anti-abortion leaders.
—10:30 a.m. Meeting with antiabortion leaders, in Washington for
annual demonstration on anniversary of Roe V. Wade Supreme
Court decision legalizing abortion.
Quayle told the group the administration shares their desire to
overturn the decision. Sununu also
attended the meeting.
—11:15 a.m. Meeting with six
senior vice presidential staff
members.
—12:15 p.m. Lunch in White
House mess with Beckwith, Guttman and Kristol.
—1:30 p.m. Photo session while
signing name in drawer of historic
vice presidential desk in Old
Executive Office Building office,
while Bush looked on.
—2:15 p.m. Cabinet meeting in
White House.
—3:30 p.m. Meeting with Secretary of State-designate James
Baker and White House national
security adviser Brent Scowcroft in
Quayle's office. The meeting concerned Latin American problems,
an administration source said.
—5:30 p.m. Interview with British TV crew that is doing a
documentary on Quayle and his
family.
—6:15 p.m. Meeting with Chief
of Staff Guttman and Carnes Lord,
national security adviser to the vice
president.
—6:45 p.m. Went home for the
day.

Read the
want ads daily
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PERSPECTIVE
Ellis honored
by Red Cross
WHEREAS, Mayor Holmes Ellis has faithfully served the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross for more than 30 years,
and
WHEREAS, he gave of his time to serve as Chairman of the Board for
six years, and
WHEREAS, he served as the Fund Drive Chairman for thee years,
NOW THEREFORE, I, Donald E. Jones, Chairman of the Calloway
County Chapter Board, confirm expression of loss at the January 10,
1989, quarterly board meeting.
HIS IRREPLACEABLE PRESENCE WILL BE GREATLY MISSED.

Mayor was asset
to local hospital
WHEREAS, Mayor Holmes Ellis departed this life on the 17th day of
December, 1988, 4 member of the Murray-Calloway County Public
Hospital Corporation Board of Commissioners; and
WHEREAS, Mayor Holmes Ellis was a member of the first Board of
Commissioners after the re-organization of the Murray Hospital in
1964, and as chairman was a moving force toward the original construction of the Hospital by promoting the bond issue necessary for
such construction, and worked with County government to do so: and
WHEREAS, Mayor Holmes Ellis served on the Murray-Calloway
County Public Hospital Corporation Board of Commissioners continuously until 1973, in the capacity of Secretary/Treasurer and two terms
as Chairman thereof; and
WHEREAS, Mayor Holmes Ellis returned to the Board of Commissioners in January of 1982, and truly and faithfully promoted first and
foremost the mission of the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital
Corporation, a copy of which is hereafter set forth; and
WHEREAS, during the years of service to the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital, Mayor Holmes Ellis served on various and sundry
committees and gave of his expertise and time unselfishly on the Long
Range Planning Committee, Finance Committee, Utilization Review
Committee, Critical Care Committee, Emergency Room/Out-Patient
Surgery Committee and Medical Staff Committee, and always whether
or not a public office holder was a strong supporter of the Hospital;
BE IT KNOWN THAT the Board of Commissioners does hereby recognize publicly the outstanding contributions of Mayor Holmes Ellis as
citizen and as Mayor of the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, it, its employees, its medical staff and the
Citizens of Murray and Calloway County, Kentucky. The mission
statement of -the-hospital facility continuously recognized and promoted together with this Resolution, which shall be filed with the
minutes of the Corporation and prinIed and._proclaimed locally.
—UNANIMOUSLY PASSED AND APPROVED, this the 19th day of
January, 1989. MURRAY—CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL
CORPORATION
By Eddie Jones, Board Chairman

Murrayi

When George Bush took the oath
Friday, he inherited an office
much-diminished from the one
Richard Nixon entered 20 years
ago; and the bleeding of presidential power has been no accident.
Syndicated
The assault on the Presidency by
the Iron Triangle - Congress, the
columnist
media, the special interests began early in Mr. Nixon's second
term. The casus belli was the shock ing on the list; it warned ominousof '72, when Nixon's coalition, with ly of an "Imperial Presidency";
its stunning 49-state triumph, and Southern-Manifesto Dixiecrats
seemed to make a prophet of Kevin like old Sam Ervin suddenly found
Phillips, harbinger of the emerging themselves toasted as bulwarks of
Republican majority.
the Constitution.
Using investigative techniques
As Nixon's center-right coalition
seemed tobe developing a "lock" honed by Tail Gunner Joe, Ervin's
on the Electoral College, liberals committee won access to the innermoved, almost panic, to diminish most secrets of the Oval office.
the office. The volte face was so Where Joe had been stonewalled by
rapid as to be almost embarrass- Ike, the Watergate Committee,
ing. From the New Deal to the New House Judiciary and the special
Frontier, the Presidency, exalting prosecutor rummaged at will
the office over and against a Con- through Nixon's papers and tapes.
gress dominated by Southern
Old Nick had given the establishgrandees whose seniority gave ment a terrible fright: so, they fell
them the power and position to upon him determined it would
block reforms from social spending never happen again. And they cut
to civil rights.
down the office, as they cut down
Scholars like Arthur Schlesinger the man.
had celebrated strong President
In 1973, Congress stripped Nixon
like Jackson and FDR as of the right to use air power to enparadigms; eras of Congressional force the Paris accords. Vietnam
ascendancy, like the post-Civil collapsed; and the Congress imposWar, were looked upon as ed upon the broken President a
benighted Bitted Ages. It was men War Powers resolution that was a
.of the right, like James Burnham, naked seizure of his Authority as
who held aloft the torch of Congress Commander-in-Chief.
as first branch of goyernment.
Captive now to the Left's tax-andAfter the awful demolition of spend ideology, the hill then crafted
McGovern. however, the scramble the Budget act of 1974, stripping the
was on. Scholars dropped the old president of his power to impound
texts down the memory hole, and funds, a power extensively used by
produced new ones. Dr. Schles- both LBJ and JFK
inger soon had a new bestseller risSo diminished was the Presiden-

Patrick J.
Buchanan

cy by 1981, that Mr. Reagan's men
actully celebrated, as a great victory, the Senate's accession in the
scale of eight airplanes to Saildi
Arabia.
Under Reagan, surgical castration of the Presidency proceeded.
In 1984, Mr. Reagan accepted a
Boland amendment that forced
him to desert a army of patriots he
had sent into battle. By the late
'80s, congressmen were traveling
to Communist capitals to trash U.S.
foreign policy; and Capitol Hill,
responding to the noise-makers,
had forced Mr. Reagan to declare
economic war on pro-Western
South Africa.
The veto power,too, atrophied in
the Reagan years - from lack of
use, and from Congress' ploy of
rolling all its spending bills into an
all-embracing "continuing resolution," which the President could
veto only if he were willing to shut
down the government.
Other assaults succeeded, as the
President grudgingly yielded
ground. The 1988 trade act restricts
the President's authority to impose
retaliatory tariffs and quotas; the
special prosecutor bill Mr. Reagan
reluctantly signed guarantees that
future appointees too resolute in
congressional
resisting
prerogatives will face criminal prosecution. Truly, it is the Age of
Congress.
Before approving INF, the
Senate wrote in a provision that
leaves the interpretation of future
treaties up to the Senate, a gross intrusion of the executive power. Mr.
Reagan's belated protest was
ridiculed by Sam Nunn as "enter-

taining but irrelevant, as Robert
Byrd archly observed. -The fige
is over and, apparently. the president just woke up to find out who
has won."
There is a new contemptuousnes
in congressional attitudes toward.
the White House, a dispiriting nev.
diference in the White House
toward an aggressive, ascendant
Congress, the "we-must-get-along'
syndrome. Even the President power to nominate to the Supremturt has been trampled upon, with
Robert Bork, the most qualified
nominee in decades, lynched it.
committee. Integrity and brillian(
are no longer enough, court
nominees must be acceptable to
senate whose philosophy was rejected last fall, for the fifth time it
six elections.
I in a number of ways. Reagar,
has exercised power very effective
ly," Gordon Crovitz wrote in Commentary last fall, but .'as keeper fit
the institution of the presidenCy.
has been a failure.Now. the assault is benc
mounted on a new President
Though he swept 40 states. Mt
Bush was informed by a defeated
Mr. Bentsen he has no ''mandate It is as though the election '.ter
never held.
"Mr. Bush cannot solve the problem with appeasement.- lawyer
James Marcus writes in the ',Vali
Street Journal. Correct. ..(
kinder- George._ anxious to
along, is going to have to (iig in
fight the Congress. if he is no7.
day to deliver to Ms ,•u-essw
o
Presidency on its way to het
a ceremonial monarchy

Letters To The Editor

Red Cross thanks MHS
Dear editor:
The Calloway Count Chapter of
the American Red Cross would like
to take this opportunity to thank
Murray High School for providins_
place for the -community blood
drive.
Specifically. I'd like to thank the
Murray High School Student Council for their help in organizing and

Dear Editor:
The following is respectfully
submitted:
We never met M.C. Garrott.

CatR011FrITI

1 Me I,AcN.ght Synd Inc

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, as a non-profit hospital, exists
to establish, maintain and operate health care facilities, services and
programs in which sick and well persons and the patients may be
treated through conducting health services, education and other activities, as is associated with the provision of high-quality health care primarily to residents of Calloway County and surrounding counties in
Kentucky and Tennessee.
In support of this mission, the hospital has adopted the following
general goals;
To maintain and operate the appropriate facility for the accomodalion, care, diagnosis and treatment of inpatients and outpatients suffering from illness, injury, disease, or other disabilities requiring medical,
surgical, and other related professional services.
To promote operational policies which would provide for participation, consultation, communication, and co-responsibility among members of the Board and among the various groups making up the hospital community.
To provide medical training programs in order to increase the number and, distribution of physicians as well as all health professionals
locating in non-metropolitan areas.
To provide for the development and delivery of health education
programs for the community.
To assist in the development and delivery of health education programs for the community.
To provide high quality health care services effectively and economically, consistent with the assurance of the financial well-being of the
corporation.
To provide a scientific technical base for physicians and-all health
professionals throughout the service area.
To continue to be responsive to the ever-changing needs of the service area by continuous evaluation of goals, objectives and planning
for the future.

Ledger & Times

Presidency enfeebled in the age of Congress

working with the Red Cross.
Without the time, and effort of
these volunteers, this chapter of the
American Red Cross would not be
as sucees_sttil _as, it is _today_
SinCerelv.
Peggy Billington
Executive Director
Calloway County Chapter
American Red Cross

Garrott's Galley missed

Ellis supported
hospital's goals

PA(.4.

However, we will still miss him
since his column will no longer
appear in the Murray Ledger &
Times. We are retirees and we plan
to sell our home here in Texas and
move to Murray later this year. We
had looked forward to meeting Mr.
Garrott and to have continued to
enjoy his column after moving to
Murray. We have read his writings
this past year and have enjoyed his
descriptions of local happenings
and all the people whom he had
contact with, and called his special
friends.
We can only guess as to the
enormity of loss which his family
and Murray, in general, feel in his
passing. As you noted in your 'perspective column' he was--- "A
little man of big deeds
you very much.
-".Thank
Sincerely,
Art & Bonnie Stoner
810 Sundance Valley Rd.
Katy. Tx. 77450

Thoughts In Season
by Ken Wolf
Among the things which we can
learn from dreams, according to
Sigmund Freud, an expert in interpreting them, is that we like
ourselves a great deal. Freud
wrote:
It has been my experience -

and to this I have found no exception - that every dream
treats of oneself. Dreams are
absolutely egoistic.
Would anyone have thought
otherwise ruling out for the moment those who see dreams as
direct messages from God )?

Report
to Kentucky

s.

a:4

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
1

Sepaie, %asbigton.

D.C.20510

YOUNG -KENTUCKIANS HELPED 10 1 \SPUD.
AMERICA'S BICENTENNIAL INA1.
R 1 110\
Kentuckians, -- and particularly young
significant role in the recent inauguration ot o bi • Li
As chairman of the Joint Congression,d
Ceremonies, I was proud of all ot thc Kent
Bicentennial Presidential Inaugural. •
The Kentucky connection to these ,erenionft., •
The makers of the Korbel champagne setAed ,u
and the Lenox crystal bowls presented to Preskieni i.
dent Quayle are companies with ties to Brow
•
Performers at xarious inaugural e\.ents
ringers from the First United Methodist t_
with the Corbin and Hazard high school banLis
Kentuckians.
One fine moment came when the Hui lam Ii
is My Country- before a national teloistoii
140.000 Americans gathered at the West
swearing-in of the President and Vk.L'
inspiration from this highly success
who also teaches a full schedule of
ball and directs a church choir in Harlan.
For me, the hopes and opportunities
democracy were reflected by all of the y oung
augural ceremonies.
I had these hopes and opportunities in min.i
of offering the traditional toast to the Presideni
at the luncheon following their inauguration.
Administration -- and to the new Congress -the responsibilities of go eminent in ways t ha: •
people in mind, body and spirit.
The inauguration represented a gteat lesson to:
and, indeed, for all Americans and countless oiltei
ceremony
I was deeply pri‘ileged to be part of
one in which George Washington was sworn in a200 years ago. I felt that the great significance ot the a.
we once again were following a ttaditiori
inauguration-- the profoundly important it adit
orderly transfer of power reflecting the w IIot
This inauguration was a tribute to the genius
and the strength of our political system. It
bipartisanship -- a time not to celebrate polti:cai
demonstrate the great truth that all of us are. abo\ c all.
For me, this was the real meaning of our bieeinennial inaneui
ilia:
I was glad that so many of our young people were her e to a
lesson and to help comey it to the nation and the w orld.
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Ten years ago
After a respite of 10 days from
ice and snow, Calloway County, as
well as other residents of the state,
were faced once again with a winter storm that brought winds of 20
mph gusting up to 35 mph and 21/4
inches of snow.
Mikal Grimes, representing
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School, was champion of Spelling
Bee of Calloway County Education
Association. Second was Darrin
Loftis of East Calloway and third
was Roger Tucker of North
Calloway.

Jennifer Lynn Lovett and James
Lloyd Embry were recently married
at the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett.
Twenty 'years ago
Rita Chancy was selected as
most outstanding senior and Susan
Young and Tim Morgan as most
outstanding girl and boy respectively of the Senior Class of Calloway County High School by the
faculty at CCHS.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Roberts, Dcc.
31; a girl to Della and Mickey
Boggess and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bourke Mantle Jr., Jan. 16

Mary Frances Furgerson and
Eddie Owen Ramsey were married
Jan. 4 at Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Nat Ryan Hughes, attorney and
member of Murray Rotary Club,
spoke at a meeting of the local club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by
Frank Lancaster.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Waylon Lassiter; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Lee Jackson; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Eaker.
'

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Boaz will he
married for 50 years on Jan. 25.
Forty years ago
The offices of Murray Electric
System and Murray Water System
have been moved to the old location of Purdom Hardware at 105
North Fifth St. ES. Ferguson is
superintendent.
Charlotte Owen and William M.
Barker were married Jan. 15 at
Jackson, Tenn.
Geneva Crass has been added to
the advertising staff of The Ledger
& Times, according to James C.
Williams, general manager.
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DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

•

DEAR DR GOTT- My sister was diagnosed with a spastic colon and lactase deficiency. She alternates between diarrhea and "rabbit pellets,"
has cramping with every movement.
is lethargic and has lost 40 pounds in
two years. What can you suggest'
DEAR READER Spastic colon is
an extremely common intestinal disorder characterized by bowel irregularities. frequent diarrhea, bouts of
abdominal distress and excessive gas
The condition is also called irritable
bowel syndrome. No physical cause is
found for this ailment, which appears
to be related to stress that causes the
intestine to empty too quickly. Bulkproducing agents, such as Metamucil,
and anti-diarrheal drugs are often
helpful in controlling the symptoms
of irritable bowel.
On the other hand, lactase deficiency is a purely physical disorder. As
they age, some adults develop a deficiency in lactase, an intestinal enzyme necessary for the digestion of
milk sugar (lactose). In the presence
of this deficiency, the ingestion of untreated milk products produces symptoms identical to those of spastic colon. These symptoms disappear when
milk products are removed from the
diet. Yogurt, which has its lactose already pre-digested (broken down by
an enzyme), usually causes no abdominal distress, bloating or,, diarrhea.
Similarly, milk can be predigested
with Lactaid so that lactase-deficient
patients can drink it.
Because the symptoms of irritable
bowel and lactase-deficiency are so
similar, many experts would not give
your your sister two diagnoses when
one (lactase-deficiency) would do. I
think that she should be examined by
a gastroenterologist an intestinal
ipecia list ), to determine which of the
conditions is present. Since treatment
is available for both ailments, a proper diagnosis would be important to
control her symptoms and enable her
to maintain an appropriate bodyweight.

COOKIE KICKOFF HELD - The 1989 Girl
Scout Cookie Sale is in progress. As of Jan. 20,
the 265 Girl Scouts of Murray and Calloway
County began selling the seven varieties of
cookies for $2 a box. In the top left picture can
be seen the approximately 188 Girl Scouts who
met with leaders for an hour of songs, games
and safety instructions for the sale to continue
through Feb. 5. In top right picture Brownie
Kelli Morris is shown wearing a decorated
sweatshirt that will be earned by each Girl
Scout selling 150 packages of cookies. She is
viewing two stuffed animal bears that County
Cookie Cupboard Chairman Don Jackson
holds. Girls will earn these bears by selling 240
packages of cookies. Kelli is holding a Teddy
Bear mug which will be earned by each girl in
troops averaging 100 packages per girl. Al!
ages of Girl Scouts with the exception of Daisies. Shown in bottom right picture are, from
left, Brownie Brooke Brittain, Senior Scout
Crystal Stallons and Junior Scout Kim Alexander. In bottom left picture, Girl Scout Cadettes
Diedre Malinauskas, left, and Melony Stambaugh entertained the Scouts with an original
rap song stressing the buddy system and safety
tips while selling cookies.
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DATEBOOK
Patients are dismissed

Playhouse plans auditions

COVENANT GROUP WILL SING - A group ut seen young adults,
known as COVENANT, will perform at Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets, on Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. Through concert and sing-along music, media presentations, personal word and
witness, puppetry and drama, COVENANT provides a faithencouraging program. Team members include, from left, back row,
Scott Stivers, Marty Jacobson, Michelle Page, front row, Rich Colligan, Dan Kahl, Jim Dudley and Julie Loeckle. The public is invited to
attend this special program, a church spokesman said.
JI

PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is...
DOUBLE DAY
9-7

Second Set of Prints

Sat.

FREE!

95:30
•

Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Playhouse in the Park, Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre,
will have auditions for middle school students for "The Great CrossCountry Race" on Monday, Jan. 30, and Tuesday, Jan. 31, from 4 to 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This play to be directed by
Liz Bussey is a dramatization of Aesop's fable of the tortoise and the
hare. The play will tour the area elementary schools in March.

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Robert Cunningham, John Dixon, Rita Henley and Allen
Russell, all of Murray, Stanley Dennis of Dexter and J.V. Hill of Hazel.

Local hospital lists dismissals
and five newborn admissions

Paris Landing State Park will hold a public meeting on Thursday. Jan.
26, at 7 p.m. This will be to find out what park users like and what they
want at the park before a strategic management plan is prepared, according to Park Manager Steve Wright. The public is urged to attend, Wright
said.

One newborn admission and dis- P.O. Box 133, Hazel; Mrs. Myrtle
missals at Murray-Calloway Coun- Devine, 1714 Main St., Murray;
ty Hospital for Friday, Jan. 20,
Mrs. Oleva M. Barrow, 607 Ellis
have been released as follows:
Dr., Murray; Johnie C. Barrow,
Newborn admission
607 Ellis Dr., Murray; Maurice G.
Jones baby boy, parents, Tana Jones, Box 45, Kirksey; Mrs. Conand Jeffery, RL 1, Box 22, Murray. nie Adams, HC Box 4, New
Dismissals
Concord;
Miss Hope L. Grogan, Rt. 5, Box
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Ford, Rt. 2,
205, Murray; Mrs. Teresa J. Wag- Box 129B, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
goner, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Miss Ange- Mary F. Beane, Rt. 1, Box 139,
la M. Cooley and baby boy, Rt. 4, Kirksey; Mrs. Eva Arnett, Rt. 4,
Box 330C, Paris, Tenn.;
Box 116, Murray;
James Carter, Rt. 1, Box 18,
Roy Brown Howard (expired)
Sedalia; Derek L. Stalls, 206 South Rt. 7, Box 422, Murray.
Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Susan
McCrady and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box
234, Benton;
Two newborn admissions and
Mrs. Abbie L. Williams, 1714 dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Keenland Dr., Murray; Mrs. May- County Hospital for Saturday, Jan.
mie Jones, Rt. 1, Box 69, Hazel; 21, have been released as follows:
C.D. Vinson Jr., 2011 GatesborNewborn admissions
ough, Murray;
Baker baby girl, parents, Marilee
Mrs. Geneva W. Feltner, Rt. 2, and Jeffrey, Rt. 1, Box 169,
Box 347, Murray; Mrs. Lillie M. Mayfield;
Huffman, 3332 Miller Rd., Flint,
Watson baby boy, parents,
Mich.; Mrs. Clovis N. Baker, 519 Christine and Mike, Rt. 1, Box
Whitnell, Murray;
35A, Murray.
Mrs. Nellie Fields, Rt. 1, Box 4,
Dismissals
Sedalia; Mrs. Rachel 0. Wilson,
Miss Pamela R. Johnston and
baby girl, 587 Fern Circle, Calvert
City; James D. McCuiston, Rt. 5,.
Box 1, Murray; Jack Charles Knau,
(Coned on page 5)

Public meeting on Thursday.

Zetas will meet Thursday
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will, be Madelyn
Lamb, Rebecca Irvan, La Verne Ryan, Dew Drop Rowlett, Martha Jackson
and Mildred Robertson.

Singles will meet Thursday/
The Single Connection will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of Educational Building, First United Methodist Church.
"Halistic Health" is the theme of the scheduled program. This is a group
which provides fellowship, social events, personal growth and acceptance
for single adults of all ages, whether never married, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Ruth at 753-7645, Glen at 435-4143
or Jim at 492-8733.

Futrell and Stubblefield vows
to be Saturday at Green Plain
Wedding plans have been finalized for the marriage ceremony of
Ms. Gail Futrell and Kenny
Stubblefield.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Max and Barbara Smotherman of
RL 1, Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Charles L. and Marguritte Stubblefield, 1611 Sunset, Murray. He is
the grandson of Macon and Arnie
White of 200 lrvan, Murray.

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
SCRIIIIKITNFOGER XIV°

TWfINS
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MAN a
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

.
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The wedding ceremony will be
Saturday, Jan. 28, at 2 p.m. at
Green Plain Church of Christ. Ed
Davis will officiate.
A cappella selections will be
presented by Jerry Bolls, Karen
Bolls, Jo Ann Cavitt and Ernie Rob
Bailey.
Attendants for the bride will be
Mrs. Kathie B. Pierce, matron of
honor, and Mrs. Lisa W. Ray,
bridesmaid.
Van Stubblefield, brother of the
groom-elect, will be best man. Burton Young will serve as
groomsman.
Ushers will be Richard Smotherman, brother of the groom-elect,
and Donnie Roberson.
Lori Crouch will presided at the
guest register. The wedding ceremony will be coordinated by Sharlisa Ford.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Following the wedding the couple plans a honeymoon cruise to
the Bahamas. Upon their return, the
couple will reside at Rt. 7, Murray.

Community events are listed
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Alzhemiers Disease Support
Group meeting will be at 4:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Singles' Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a basketball game
at Heath.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity boys will host basketball
games with Carlisle County at 6
p.m. The Band will perform.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Kay Bates, mezzo-soprano, with
Marie Taylor as pianist, will present a voice recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
Reunion committees of Calloway
County High School Class of 1979
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's.
For information call 753-9468.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Public meeting will be at 7 p.m.
at Paris Landing State Park.
COVENANT, a national music
team, will perform at 7 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. The
public is invited.
Compassionate Parent
Group will meet at 7:30
Calloway County Health
North Seventh and Olive

Support
p.m. at
Center,
Streets.

Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill will meet at 7 p.m. in
Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Ruth, 753-7645,
Glen, 435-4143, or Jim, 492-8733.
Parenting Class will be at 7 p.m.
in education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on the courtsquare in downtown
Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a coffee break
for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at church.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers are scheduled to play
a basketball game with Hickman
County at Jeffrey Gym.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray High School Tiger
Freshmen Boys will play a basketball game with Mayfield at 6:30
p.m. at Murray High.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Benton. For
information call 759-4059,
762-3399, 753-7764 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broich Streets.
For information call 753-;8136.
489-2628 or 762-6297.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church include Legion of Mary at
9:45 a.m. and Reconciliation Meeting (Parents/Child) at 7 p.m„
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include J3ell Choir at 6
p.m. and Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Hall.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Front Porch will rehearse at 7
p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
Golden Age Club is scheduled to
meet at 11 a.m. in social hall of
First United. Methodist Church.

Local Chapter of American
Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.
Wednesday, Jan. 25
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, pulse and
diabetes screeniuns and Occult
Blood Screening kits will be
offered.
Ladies' Day Bridge with Shirley
Wade as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.

OUTLAND BABY BORN - Randall and Karen Outland of Hartford
announce the birth of a son, David Andrew, weighing nine pounds
131/4 ounces, measuring 22'inches, born on Wednesday, Dec. 28, at
8:44 a.m. at Ohio County Hospital, Hartford. Paternal grandparents
are R.G. and Murlene Outland of Murray. Maternal grandparents
are John L. Rock of Beaver Dam and Mrs. Margaret Rock of Hartford. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Cordie Murphy of Murray, Mrs.
Eva Rock of Bearer Dam and Mrs. Maggie Austin of Jeffersonville,
Ind.

Rt. 1, Box 258G, Farmington;
Mrs. Laura Underwood and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 656, Dexter; Miss
Amanda R. Peal, C-16 Calloway
Gardens, Murray; Mrs. Tonya Dee
Starkey, 1205 Lone Oak, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Dorothy M. Wicker, 3031/2
Covington, South Fulton, Tenn.;
James M. Phares, Rt. 1, Box 72,
Hardin; Prentice M. Dunn, 1715
Olive, Murray;
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Marshall, P.O.
Box 146, Hazel; Mrs. Louise
Thompson, P.O. Box 31, Hardin;
J.D. Wall, Rt. 6, Box 3, Murray;
Mrs. Verble M. George, 210
West Ninth St., Benton; James
Gore, Rt. I, Box 75, Hardin; Mrs.
Lucille Peeler, 823 Hurt Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Windrum (expired)
1617 Sunset Dr., Murray; Mrs. Sarah Parrish (expired) Box 31, New
Concord.

Professional knitter, designer.
and teacher to be at meeting

A workshop on "Machine Knitting" will be presented as the KenTenn Machine Knitter's monthly
meeting on Saturday, Jan. 28, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the private
dining room of Sirloin Stockade
Restaurant, Murray.
Thelma Viers, a professional
knitter, designer and teacher from
Lomar, Mo., will, teach many
unique and time-saving knitting
techniques during this one-day
sweminar.
Several members of Ken-Tenn
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murrray-Calloway Knitters saw Ms. Viers, who is also
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan. known as 'The Needle-Witted
22, have been released as follows: Woman' in the machine knitting
industry, at a seminar in ChattaNewborn admissions
Fielder baby boy, parents, Beth - --Apoga, Tenn., last October. _
Her expertise in knitting garand Kevin, Rt. 8, Box 570, Murray;
ments from the neck down; her
Hinton baby boy, parents, Jeannie and Allan, 907 Main St., skill in machine operation and the
high-quality of her finished garBenton..
merits prompted them to invite her
Dismissals
to their club for a "workshop.
Mrs. Christine R. Watson and
This will be an opportune time
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 35A, Murray;
machine knitters to increase
for
Wil306
Ms. Regina Sue Grissom,
their skills and for other interested
son St., Paris, Tenn.; William
persons to learn the many capabiliHicks, Box 329, New Concord;
of a knitting machine.
ties
Norman F. Kennedy, Rt. 3, Box
The knitting machine was
invented in England 399 years ago.
Since that time, they have become
!standard household equipment'
throughout most of the world. They
first came to the United States 40

Phil Donahue's talk
show taping creates
rush for free tickets
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Phil
Donahue's talk show, which will
be taped the week of Jan 30 to Feb.
3 at the Las Vegas Hilton, created
traffic jams as residents lined up to
get free tickets.
"It was a mess to say the least,''
said police Sgt. Steve Tuggle.
"There were some very anxious
people out there waiting for
tickets.KLAS-TV had planned to begin
the ticket giveaway at 9 a.m. Monday, but motorists began lining up
at 7 a.m. and the station started
handing- bin' The -tickets at -8 a.m:
Within two hours, the traffic was
so bad that police asked the station
to stop handing out tickets until
another distribution site could be
found.
All 15,000 tickets to the five
shows were given out by
midafternoon.

•

JelaitSY
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

GO ITALIAN!
"Family Style"
Veal Parmigiana
Dinner $4.99
Mon-Sat from 4 PM All Day Sunday
Limited Time Only
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%
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Final Winter Markdown
Ladies
$30, $40 & ,S,30
Dresses.
$5 & $10 Rack:.
One Group Koret
60% 1)It

Buckingham Ray'
Northstrie Shopping Center

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir rehearsal at 6:30
p.m.

.•
•••

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club Bowling
at 4 p.m.; super dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Adult class with Dr. Buchanan at 6:20 p.m.; Bazaar Workshop
at 6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.

to 50 years ago and only into Wer•
ern Kentucky and Northwester:.
Tennessee about 5 or 6 !,ears ago.
These !machines' are actua!ls
frames similar to a v.tave7
(only smaller) and produ:
in many beautiful patterns
Dairlsle, Double Jacquafd.
slip stitches, lace and knitwc
much faster than 'finger or
needle' knitting. 11
for a person to ha‘.
Ling experience
machines.
"Knitting by maL:.
and challenging and ..an
great asset for Lne '',onb\ •
hand -knitter who UDes ":01
great deal of time, :•.ut c.cs- •creative," a spokesp._•Nor
Tenn Knitters sot
There will he a 1u.,
before a one-hour 'incr,
lunch„Another to-hour
period will begin at i
end with a- one-hour utiestio
answer session.
Non-members will he welco7,:ec
hoske‘c.
for any part of the
•
space for the v,orkshop ..k!
ited and a fee of S5 \A
only to cover exper,
For more i n1orf7
register, contact
bruster, -9-5128.

•III • Ill III • •• III
••••• Ill III •••

$13.99
60% off
Sportshirts

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at t9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Children's
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign Language Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Tenn.; Mrs. Mabel Shosenherg,
1510 Parklane, Murray;
Albert C. McNeely, Rt. -'. Box
535, Murray; Mrs. christine Mel
ton, P.O. Box 63, Dexter: Mrs
Margaret F. Maulding, Rt. 6. Box
129C, Murray.

193, Cadiz; Darrell Todd Atchison,
P.O. Box 861, Eddyville; Mrs.
Loueva Mathis, Rt. 3, Box 296,
Benton;
Mrs. Katherine Hutson, 915
Minor St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Zetta
B. Bryant, Rt. I. Box 80C, Dover,

One Rack Dress Pants

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and Youth
Club at 5 p.m.
Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

(Cont'd from page 4)

Men's

Events at Calloway Public
Library include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
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CIVITANS HEAR SISK - Jane Sisk, center, top photo, informed
Murray Civitans about the "Adopt A Stream Program" for high
school students on Thursday evening, Jan. 19, at Homeplace Restaurant. Mrs. Sisk, a teacher of biology at Calloway Count) High School,
is noted for her interest and work in prggrams to maintain good
water quality within the environment. With Sisk are Murray Civitan
President Gerald Owen, left, and Program Chairman John Emerson.
Silver Dollar person for the evening was Barbara Bassford. Also a
guest at the meeting was Matthew Tuitelle, left, in bottom photo with
President Owen. Tuitelle, a native of Hawaii, is a member of the
Hopkinsville Civitan Club and is Governor of the Kentucky District
of Civitan International. Gov. Tuitelle presented an award to Past
Governor John Emerson. The next Civitan Club meeting till be Feb.
2 when the preachers of Murray and Calloway County will be
honored.
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Florida's Finest.:::-:z.•...•
INDIAN RIVER'S BEST
FRUIT IS COMING.

•

.r
•

$8.50
Honeybells
Pink Seedless Grapefruit $6.50
MEET OUR TRUCK:
0 .•

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults) will meet at 7:30
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray Magazine Club will meet
at 1:30 p.m. in the home of
Kathryn Carman.

THUR., JANUARY 26-12:00-1:00
(ONLY 1 HOUR!)
Pet Tro Quick Check
Hwy 641 North • Murray, KY
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ON EDUCATION

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger At Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4383) or the
Calloys ay County Public Schools (753-2893i.

The first grade students in Holly Blood% orth's class at Murray Elementary School completed their Christmas music repertoire for the Bank of
Murray's holiday room with "Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer." The
visits of classes from Murray Elementary Schools are a part of the Bank
of Murray and Murray City Schools partnerships.

The Calloway County Middle School Academic Team placed third in
an invitational meet held at Mayfield Middle School. Twenty-one
teams from all over Western Kentucky competed. Calloway Middle
Played five rounds and lost only one. From left, Andy Rose, Josw h
Roberts, Michael Dale, Matthew Friqqell, Alexia Schempp and
Michael Haney. The team is coached by Nancy Schempp, Judy Darnell and Bill Miller.

Janice Rose's kindergarten class at East Elementary recently took a
nature walk. Joshua Smith looks for fall plants and seeds.

Pictured With Carter Center Principal Willie F. Jackson are the winners
of the Calloway County Conservation Poster Contest. From left: Bryan
Davis, first place; Brad Simmons. second place and Joseph Mehr, third
place.

The Calloway County High School varsity cheerleaders will perform
Feb. 4 at the halftime of the Murray State-Austin Peay ballgame.
They will also be involved in regional competition on Feb. 19 at 1:30
p.m. at Calloway County High School. The winner and runner-up of
that competition will advance to the state competition in March.
Front, Tonya Davis, Julie Carpenter, Deanna Farris, middle; Tammy
Usher, Lee Ann Wheeler, Christie Clayton, back; Daphne Turner,
Amy Haskins, and Betsy Whitfield.
District Judge Leslie Furches spoke to Callaway Middle School students about the value of setting goals in order to build on the progress
already made when a flag of progress was :.iresented to the student
body in a formal ceremony. From left Pat Seiber, assistant superintendent Dr. Nancy Lovett, director of pupil personnel Jim Nix, Consultant to the superintendent Charlie Lassiter, Rick Murdock, Billy
Haskins, superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, and Roy Cothran.

Students in Lesa Watson's reading class display the sculpture they
made from ordinary household items. The display is titled "Extra
Ordinary Sculpture." Pictured viewing the display are Dale Broach,
Erik Nadeau, Amy Wyatt, David Butler and Ricky Young.
Students at Robertson Center recently gathered a large number of toys
to donate to the Murray Fire Department's Toys for Tots program. Pictured with Principal Willie Jackson, Lewis Perry and Fire Chief James
Hornbuckle are Erika Trenholm, Felicia Lee, Garrett McCutchson.
Micah Cathey, Kayla Olive and Reid Johnson.

Calloway County High School's student of the week is Steven T.
Lovett, the 12th grade son of Homer and Nancy Lovett of Murray.
Lovett is a member of the academic and speech teams, participates in
television production, and took part in the governor's cup program.

Mrs. Bohannon's third grade class at North Elementary is participating in the contest "Drive Smart, Drive Sober." The contest was sponsored by the Just Say No club.

Reita Robinson's fourth grade students at Southwest Elementary
recently completed a unit on the environment. A project shared with
the class by Eleshia Adams demonstrated the process that occurs at a
sanitary landfill when solid waste is buried. From left, Adams, Amy
klemencic, Sean Stonecipher and Joe Jones.

Robertson Center students recently collected food for the Calloway
County Need Line as part of their annual "Project of Love." kictured
with Need Line Director Euple Ward are Erin Ford, Marhise Foster,
Brandon Williams, and Tevia Romaine.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to ell
those who/what/whore quastions
about your new city0
As
WAGON
WELCOME
Representative, its my rob to help
you gat over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you soma useful
gifts Community Info Advice on
reliable business In your new
noighborhood And mots COI

Hostess Kathryn Outland 1533019
Hostas. Ingeborg King 492 8349

Mrs. Bohannon's third grade class at North Elementary finished a
unit on England by celebrating (;uy Fox Day.

Charlie ‘Nang. a Chinese exchange student at Murray State University, recently spoke to (earth and fifth graders at Southwest Elementary. Wang explained some of the customs observed while celebrating
the Chinese New Year. Eric Gallimore, Angela Dodd and others
watch as Wang writes their names using Chinese characters.
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Dealing with bed-wetting
Enuresis, commonly called
bed-wetting, is involuntary
urination during sleep that occurs more often than once a
month.
Bedwetting is not a new
problem unique to the 20th
century. It has been alluded to
as early as 1550 B.C. in the
Ebers Papyrus. No culture or
society is immune from the
problem.
The situation is undeniably
embarrassing and uncomfortable. It may even prevent a
child from enjoying a peer activity like a pajama party, or
cause him or her to be the subject to ridicule from friends.
The incidence of bedwetting in children is: 15 percent at age 5; 10 percent at
age 6; 7 percent at ag 8; 3

percent at age 12; and 1 percent at age 18.
Either sex can be affected
by bed-wetting but boys are
more likely to be affected
than girls and the condition
may continue for several
years.
If your child doesn't out
grow bed-wetting by the
seventh birthday, or dribbles
urine, has a weak urinary
stream, has pain when
urinating or must strain to
urinate, you will want a
urologist to rule out urinary
tract infections and diabetes
as causes.
If these are eliminated and
your child is normal in other
respects, consider your
child's bed-wetting a minor
age variance for achieving
bladder control.

Is Your Weight
Making You Sick?

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!"

1534826

Murray-Calloway County •A small or weak bladder that
Hospital has two urologists on cannot hold one night's urine
the medical staff who production.
specialize in urinary tract 'psychological problems
disorders in children as well caused by stress or separation
from mother.
as adults.
There are no restrictions
H.S.
Dr.
with physical acassociated
joined
Jackson
tivity or diet. A simple famithe medical
ly remedy which seems to
staff in 1971.
reduce the problem in a third
received
He
of the cases is to restrict the
his bachelor's
child's liquid intake after supdegree from
per while providing salty
the University
snacks such as potato chips or
of Kentucky,
Lexington, and his medical pretzels to retain water in the
degree from the University of body. This treatment is not a
Tennessee, Memphis. He cure and its effect may be
served as chief resident at more psychological than
University of Tennessee City physical — giving the child a
of Memphis Charity Hospital feeling he or she is doing
and was in the U.S. Navy at something about the problem.
"Many children with wetBeaufort Memorial Hospital,
Beaufort, SC. Dr. Jackson's ting problems have little or no
other
of
office is in Suite 107 of the evidence
psychological troubles," Dr.
Medical Arts Building..
Some
Trevathan said.
Dr. Steven
psychological theories trace
Trevathan, a
bed-wetting to repressed
Murray nathostility or sexual problems,
ive, joined the
but in many cases, this does
medical staff
seem to fit the evidence."
not
in 1986 after
completing a
residency at
According to Dr. Jackson,
Mayo
the
there are several measures
Clinic, Rochester, MN. He which can be used in treating
earned his undergraduate (not curing) bed-wetting.
degree from Murray State
'Limit liquid intake after
University and his medical supper.
degree from the University of
*Have your child urinate at
Louisville School of Medicine. bedtime.
Dr. Trevathan's office is in
'Prepare the bed and the
Suite 305 of the Medical Arts child. Protect the mattress
Building.
with a heavy plastic cover.
Provide the child with extra
Unfortunately, the cause of
bed-wetting is unknown in. thick underwear and pa-most oases. The-most popular ja.mas.laiscontinue cliaprs or plastic pants by age 4; they
theories include:
*underlying illness, such as inhibit the child's motivation
diabetes or urinary tract to improve. Put an extra pair
of underwear and pajama botinfection.

Dr. Roney is new
ophthalmologist
Peter A. Roney, M.D., has
opened his practice in
Hart
with
association
Ophthalmology Associates,
PSC in Suite 201 of the
Medical Arts Building in
Murray.
Roney whose office hours
are from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.,
graduated from Murray State
University and Calloway
County High School. He is
originally from San Francisco, Calif.
in
certified
Board
Ophthalmology, Roney attended the University of
Louisville Medical School. He

also served his residency a.nd
inteinship in ophthalmology
of
University
the
at
Louisville. For the past two
years, he has been in private
practice in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Roney returns to Murray
with his wife Susan who is
originally from Murray and a
graduate of Murray State
University. They have a
5-year-old son, Benjamin, and
a 2-year-old daughter, Anne.
Roney said that he is happy
to be back in Murray and
looks forward to his associaHart
with
tion
Ophthalmology.

toms by the bed in case the
child needs them during the
night.
'Awaken the child to
urinate after he has been
asleep for several hours. if
the child is old enough, he
may be able to set the alarm
to awaken himself and empty
his bladder during the night.
*Reward the child for staying dry. Praise him, hug him,
and tell of his success to people who are important to him,
such as brothers and sisters.
Use gold stars or happy faces
to mark dry nights on a calendar if the child likes it.
'Respond gently to accidents. Do not blame,
criticize, restrict, or punish
the child who has wet the bed.
This can cause him to give up
td- -eMotional
lead
or
problems.
'Follow instructions if your
doctor suggests bladderstreamor
stretching

interruppon exercises or
behavior modification devices

Medicine usually is not
necessary for this disorder,
may
doctor
your
but
prescribe an oral dose of
ipramine at bedtime
simpler measures do
bring relief.
Side effects from presc •
ed bed -wetting medicati.
are relatively uncommon ro .
call your doctor immeciii
if new, unexplained sy:
toms develop.
Murray-Calloway Cu:.
Hospital encourages pai
and guardians not to more significance
wetting tliaiLit deserves. i
your child encouragement b'
showing love, support .,r,fi
understanding for thiz:
rassing and uncornt, •
problem.

•

.41
.41
•
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Support Groups

BodyCues
A BodyCues party is one place you
can learn about women's health concerns. BodyCues is an in-the-home,
health-education party approach to
dispensing free medical information
to interested women. This informal
approach to women's healthcare
creates a comfortable atmosphere in
which you feel free to discuss medical
concerns. The program is designed to

Cancer Support Group
Tuesday. February 7
"Resources for Cancer Patients'
By Martha Hinton. Regional Coordigator of
Ky Community Cancer Program
4 00-5.00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Nancy Rose for more information.

Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday. February 10
4 00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins or Ann Ingle. R.N . for
more information.

Every Wednesday
9 30-11 00 am.
Hospital Chapel
Call Nancy Rose for more information

Alzheimer's Disease Information

Parkinson's Disease Support
Group
Friday, February 24
12 Noon
Hospital Education Unit
Call Dixie Hopkins for more information.

Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)

Tuesday, February 7
•Lynnville
Lynnville Restaurant
9-11 a.m.
*Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, F'ebruar$ 16
*Wing°
Town Square
9-11 a.m.
*Sedalia
Sedalia Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday. February 8
'Dover
Uncle Lee's Discount
9-11 a.m.
'New Concord
Across from Bob and Jim's
Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Februar., 21
'Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
•Almo Heights
Gift Shop
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday. February 2, 9, 16 and 23
7:00-9.30 p.m
Hospital Education Unit
00

Cesarean Birth Class ($15)
Wednesday. February 22
7.00-9.00 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
.NO MARCH CLASS

Post-Partum Exercise Class($26)
By Appointment
Hospital Physical Therapy Department

Sibling Class (Free)
Saturday, February
10:00 a.m.
Hospital Education Unit
(Bring a doll or stuffed animal.)

Available upon request:
for a tree Physician Directory,
call
1 -800-342- MCCH in Kentucky
l-849-544-MCCH out-of-state

If you are interested in more information about BodyCues, or if you
would like to schedule a party for
some of your friends, contact Kathie
Pierce by calling 502-753-5131. extension 144.

Health Express

Bereavement Support Group

Educational Meeting
TuesdW February 14
Panel of Family Members
Questions and Answer Session
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, February 28
Both groups meet at 4,30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Cindy Ragsdale for an informational
Packet

help prevent health problems or at
least spot them in early stages and to
make you aware of your body's cues

Parenting Class ($10)
Refresher Class ($10)
Miracle Moments Unit Tour (Free)
Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
Miracle Moments Maternity Booklet
(Free)

Wednesday, February 1
*Como
Super Saver
9-11 a.m.
•Cotta.ge Grove
Security Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 2
•Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11 a.m.
*Hardin
State Parking Lot
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Friday, February 3
*Murray
Piggly Wiggly
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Wednesday, Februar, 22
*New Providence
Church of Christ
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, February 9
*Cuba
Cuba Grocery
9-11 a.m.
*Farmington
First National Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, February 2`7i
'Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Tuesday, February 14
•Puryear
Rainey's Grocery
9-11 a.m.
'Crossland
Farley's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Friday, Februar", 24
'Dresden
Court Square
9-11 a.m.
•Palmersville
Branch of Weakley Co. Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday, February 15
•Draffenville
Lot beside Dairy Queen
9-11 a.m.
•Fairdealing ,
Old School Yard
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Februar., 28
•Folsomdale
Hoskin's Bar-B-Q
9-11 a.m.
•Hicko
PostalryService
12:30-2:30 p.m.

•
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Lady Racers continue breaking habits
By DANIEL T. PARKER
mum), Loiligar & Times Sports Editor

-4-MargrSTateNtiiiiii FoiteflOes tip-for a shot as Tech's Milos Babic
looks on. Foster had four points as the Racers held on to outlast the
Golden Eagles 76-67 Monday night in Racer Arena.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Newton half-happy
with Murray's win
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledgor & Times Sports Wrttar

If Murray State's battle with Tennessee Tech had ended at halftime
last night. Steve Newton would have been a very happy basketball
coach.
A not-so-funny thing happened on the way to a blowout, as Tech's
Anthony Avery shot the Golden Eagles back into it before the Racers
prevailed 76-67.
"I had to be very pleased with the first half of play." Newton said
alter his club improved to 11-6 overall and 3-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. "We did an excellent job defensively and offensively and
in every phase of the game. for 20 minutes. But obviously', at championship level, you have to put together two halves and play for 40
minutes."
Once again, the Racer defense in the first half put the other team in
a deep freeze. Tech shot just 25 percent from the floor, while the Racers were shooting 58 percent in route to a 44-23 halftime advantage.
"Murray State carhe out smoking and we didn't... Tech coach Frank
Harrell said after his team dropped to 6-11. and 1-3. "I think a lot of
inies you don't give credit to the other team. and they've got a fine
offensive basketball team."
Jeff Martin. despite a sluggish shooting first half, still led the Racers
with 23 points, but the most pleasing thing to see for Racer fans was
the return of Don Mann.
Mann, who averaged 17.7 points a game last season, including 20.3
in the OVC, came into the contest tossing in 10.3 a game, and shooting
32 percent from the floor, including a dismal 28 percent in conference
play. But the senior from ,Dyersburg, Tn. scored a season-high 1.8
points on 6-of1 shooting and handed out seven assists.
In addition to Martin and Mann, Chris Ogden notched double figures
ith 15 points and pulled down nine rebounds, and Popeye Jones had a
..:areer-high 10 rebounds and added nine points.
"It's good to see Don Mann back to his old self," Newton said.
"I'm glad to see him shooting like that," Martin said. "He was looking for his shot tonight."
Avery led Tech with 29 points. including 25 in the second half. He
hit six 3-pointers, and also handed out seven assists. But Earl Wise,
Tech's leading scorer, was held in check with 12 points on 6-of-23
shooting. as Paul King continued his defensive dominance.
Tech's Jerome Rodgers hit a 12-footer from the-baseline to start the
scoring before the Racers ran off 14 straight. Martin scored from five
feet, followed by a Linzie Foster lay-up off the fast break. Ogden
scored twice before Mann drilled two 3-pointers from 23 feet. Avery
(Coed on page 9)

The biggest edge the Lady Racers enjoyed came from their bench,
as Angie Waldon and Rona Poe,
both part-time starters, fired off the
bench to contribute 30 points to the
Murray State columns.
Poe, a senior guard from Benton,
did the most damage, scoring 20
points on the night, including 12 of
14 MSU points as the Lady Racers
were pulling away from Tech at the
end of the first half and start of the
second.
"I had good shots," Poe said
almost apologetically. The Lady
Racer assist leader, Poe was taking
advantage of Tech's spread-out 2-3
zone defense to fire up uncontested
jumpers from the free-throw area.
"They were leaving me open," Poe
said. "I had shots you can't hardly'

guile and touch to defeat fellow
American Aaron Krickstein 7-6
(7-4), 6-2, 6-3. Lendl recovered
from a slow start to overwhelm
16th-seeded Amos Mansdorf of
Israel 7-6 (7-2), 6-4, 6-2.
In women's play, fifth-seeded
Helena Sukova of Czechoslovakia
upset three-time champion Martina
Navratilova 6-2, 3-6, 9-7 to gain
theSsemifinals.

Tech broke the drought and
forged ahead by' five at 16-11, but
Smith, who led all scorers with 23
points, fired in two jump shots to
keep the Lady Racers close as Tech
moved out to an 18-15 lead.
Waldon then scored again and
Wenning grabbed an offensive
rebound and sent the putback
through the nets for a 19-18 MSU
lead. Cecilia Ramsey scored for
Tech, but Karen Johnson hit from
the left side.
The game was tied at 21, 25 and
27 before Tech's Renay Adams hit
one of two free throws for a 28-27
Tech lead with 3:42 left in the half.
It was the last time the Eaglettes
were in command.
Smith hit from the right baseline
(Cont'd on page 9)

The habit of breaking bad habits
is becoming stylish for the Murray
State Lady Racers, who defeated
Tennessee Tech 68-62 Monday
night at Racer Arena to claim a
share of the Ohio Valley Conference lead.
So stylish, in fact, that head
coach Bud Childers wasn't too
upset about their style of play.
"They made us play their style,"
Childers said after the Lady Racers, 13-4 overall and 3-1 in OVC
play, knocked off the preseason
favorite Golden Eaglettes for their
first win against Tech in Childers'
career at MSU.
"I didn't like that," Childers said
of the Lady Racers following other
teams' fashions. "But we played
their style and won, which is not
what we usually do."
"Usually" doesn't count for this
year's Lady Racer crew, as the win
was also the first for the Lady Racer seniors over Tech, and followed
last Thursday's 63-62 victory over
Western Kentucky, also a first for
Childers and the seniors.
The Lady Racers also won for
the first time ever on January 23, a
"black day" in Lady Racer history
— until Monday night.
Childers thought the Lady Racers could beat Tech — but not by
playing into their deliberate hands.
"It was a totally-different tempo
from Thursday night," Childers
said, referring to the MSU win
over Western. "That game was two
teams playing man-to-man, going
up and down the floor.
"What you saw tonight was two
teams who have great respect for
each other," he said, but added, "I
never thought we could beat Tech
playing 30 minutes of zone
defense."
The statistics backed up Childers' thinking. Going into Monday
night's game, Tech was leading the
OVC in field goal percentage at
49.3 percent. They shot 40.3 percent against the Lady Racers.
Tech . was also leading in
-defenSe. hO/dirig opposing teams to
62.6 points per game and 37.6 percent shooting from the field. Murray State surpassed both marks,
scoring 68 points on 45 percent
shooting from !he floor.
Meanwhile, the Lady Racers
were posting a strong 51-34
rebounding edge in a highly
balanced attack, and the Eaglettes
hurt their own cause by connecting Rona Poe dribbles up court as Tech's Shawn Monday defends. Poe came off the bench to spark the Lady
on only 10 of 24 free throws during Racers with 20 points, as MSU beat the Golden Eaglettes for the first time in the last eight tries, 68-62.
the contest.
Matt photo by Daniel T. Parker

College Basketball

Knight wins, slaps Michigan's schedule
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (AP) —
Leave it to Indiana coach Bob
Knight to leave no stone unturned
against Michigan.
The 16th-ranked Hoosiers cut
No. 10 Michigan down 71-70 in
Big Ten play Monday night, then
Knight took the knife and sliced
into Bill Frieder's soft nonconference schedule.
The Hoosiers, playing the likes
of Syracuse, North Carolina, Louisville and Notre Dame, lost four of
their first seven games. Since then,
however, Indiana has reeled off 13
straight wins, including all six Big
Ten games.
"We had the snot knocked out
of us early," Knight said. "We
know what it means to lose big
against good teams. But getting
beat by a good team tells us what
we need to do to beat those teams.
That's really important.
"According to Dick Vitale's
magazine, we played the fifthtoughest non-conference schedule
over the last five years. That's
what I want. We're not going to
schedule someone who can't play. I.
don't care about losses in December. I just want to find out where
we arc."
At the moment, that would be
first in the Big Ten and nicely on
track for an NCAA tournament bid.

In the only other Top Twenty
game, No. 2 Georgetown beat St.
John's 75-64.
The Wolverines spent December
toiling against the likes of Tampa,
Northern Michigan and Youngstown State, including a loss to
Alaska-Anchorage.
As a result, they started the Big
Ten season with a lofty 12-1
record. But with January came a
3-3 conference record that has
dropped them to 15-4 overall.
"We're still struggling at
times," Frieder said. "We are still
having breakdowns in our offense.
which is the result of our guard
play. I'm tired of making excuses.
I'm tired of talking about it. We
have to get consistent guard play.
"I'm not going to panic. I still
have faith in my kids. We're going
to go on a mission. I'm not down
in the dumps."
Following the Hoosiers' 84-71
defeat at Notre Dame, Knight went
back to a three-guard offense. The
trio of Jay Edwards, Joe Hillman
and Lyndon Jones has started 19
games for Indiana over the last two
seasons and the Hoosiers have
posted a 19-1 record in those
games.
"The thing is, you play with
your strength and stay away from
your weakness," Knight said.

McEnroe,Lendl win to set up shootout
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
--- Flamboyant John McEnroc and
stoic Ivan Lendl scored straight-set
victories today to set up a quarterfinal shooflaut in the $2.4 million
Australian Open tennis championships - a tournameht neither has
won.
McEntoe. aiming to win his first
Grand Slam title in more than four
years, played with tremendous

pass up."
The Lady Racers fell down by
six points in the early-going, as
Tech's Angela Brown scored the
first ten points for Tech against
four points from Sheila Smith for
the Lady Racers.
Waldon then entered the game
for the Lady Racers — and went
right to work, scoring from underneath. Michelle Wenning then
scored on a breakaway layup for a
10-8 margin and Waldon stole a
pass, only to have Murray lose the
ball on a travelling violation on the
fast break.
Wenning tossed in a free throw
for a one-point difference, and
Waldon tossed in a short baseline
jumper to put the Lady Racers into
the lead at 11-10.

Navratilova said Sukova's
aggression had made the
difference.
'She hits winners all over the
place when she plays me because
there is no pressure on her," Navratilova said. "I had my chances,
but she came up with the big
shots."
Defending champion Steffi Graf
of West Germany moved into semi-

finals of the women's singles with
a 6-2, 6-3 triumph over compatriot
Claudia Kohde-Kitsch.
"I don't see her losing to anyone," said Kohde-Kilsch, the No. 8
seed.
Lendl and McEnroc, rivals for a
decade, will meet on center court
Wednesday.
McEnroc last won a Grand Slam
title at the 1984 U.S. Open.

"Our strength is the ball-handling
of Jones and Edwards."
Against the Wolverines, it also
was the scoring of Edwards that
carried the day. He scored 20 of his
28 points in the second half — five
in crunch time.
"The difference in the game was
Jay Edwards," Frieder said. "He
was sensational."
Glen Rice had 28 points for
Michigan.
Indiana shot 55 percent while the
Wolverines hit only 49 percent of
their shots. Michigan also hurt
itself by missing six of 15 free
throws while_ Indiana sank 13 of
16.
Still, Michigan had two chances
to win it in the closing seconds and
couldn't cash in.
The Hoosiers led 71-70 when
Edwards' off-balance jumper from
beyond the free-throw line spun out
of the basket.
Michigan got the rebound and
called a timeout with 40 seconds
remaining. When play resumed, the
Wolverines ran the clock down to
15 seconds and called another
timeout.
Terry Mills missed a baseline
shot from the right corner, then
Mark Hughes missed from the left
corner as time expired.
Frieder said he wanted to win it

at the buzzer so Indiana wouldn't
have time to take a last shot.
"We had two good cracks at it
and the shots didn't fall," Frieder
said. "We've beaten them at the
buzzer before."
No. 2 Georgetown 75
St. John's 64
Dikembe Mutombo, a seldomused sophomore, blocked a schoolrecord 12 shots as Georgetown beat
St. John's in a Big East game
marred by a scuffle.
Jayson Williams, the leading
scorer on St. John's, and John Turner began pushing and then swinging with 14 minutes left in the
game. Both were ejected and,
under conference rules, cannot play
in their next Big East game.
Georgetown, 15-1 and 5-1 in the
league, won its sixth straight game.
The Redmen, who had won five of
their last six at the Capital Centre,
had their five-game winning streak
stopped and fell to 12-5 and 4-3.
Mutombo had been averaging
two blocks per game while backing
up star freshman Alonzo Mourning.
But Mourning got two quick fouls
and the 6-foot-11 Mutombo, a
native of Zaire, took over in the
middle. His 12 blocks were two
short of the NCAA record of
Navy's David Robinson.

Local sports

Laker game is still on
Monday's basketball game between the Calloway County Lady Lakers and the Ballard Memorial Lady Bombers was cancelled due to the
flu epidemic in the Calloway County Schools.
"We're to assess each game on a day-to-day basis," Calloway athletic director Jim Jury said ibis morning. Tonight's Laker game at Heath
will be played as scheduled. Thursday's Lady Laker game with Hickman and Friday's doubleheader at Murray are still up in the air.
The Calloway County Schools are closed for the rest of the week.
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Super Bowl wrap-up

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
If time enhances, then the XXIIIrd Super Bowl should be comfortably
ensconced in the pantheon of great sports events in about 20 years.
The description "great game" was used with abandon to describe San
Francisco's 20-16 victory over the Cincinnati Bengals.
What it was, was a competitive game with a dramatic ending, which is
what most of the previous XXII Super Bowls were not.
There wasn't enough shoddy play to offend sports writers' sensiblities
and the Hollywood-script ending was a tonic to those hungry to call a
Super Bowl super.
It was a fan's game, one of ebb and flow marked by more great plays
and mistakes. Fans often look back fondly on mistakes as part of the drama. The media scorned the Bobble Bowl, Baltimore's 16-13 victory over
Dallas in 1971, in which mistakes easily outnumbered great plays, as poor
football. Fans found it entertaining.
What made Sunday's game instantly great was San-francisco's final
drive, which fueled purple prose and best-dramatic-voice descriptions.
These accounts will bear witness to future generations that it was a
great game. Father Time, a man of patience, also will work his wiles, and
some day down the road people will be recounting that they saw the filst.
great Super Bowl — Montana didn't throw an incompletion, Rice jumped
10 feet in the air for one catch, both defensive lines broke their legs and
kept playing.
Father Time has a sense of humor.

Had San Francisco won big, the main media topic would have been
another dull Super Bowl, not the great performances of Joe Montana and
Jerry Rice.
Never mind that some great sporting performances occurred in onesided events I— the Chicago Bears flawless 73-0 rout of the Washington
Redskins in 1940, Joe Louis' 2-minute, 4-second beating of Max Schmeling in 1938, Secretariat's 31-length victory in the 1973 Belmont Stakes.
Three or four competitive Super Bowls in a row probably would change
the media's yardstick for greatness in what has become the most ballyhooed sporting event the United States has known.
It's hyped as something biggorthan-life. P.T. Barnum would have gladly given up the circus for a crack at the Super Bowl. Never mind that it
can't live up to its advanced billing, the public eats it up like cotton candy
at a circus.
The media, however, seems to feel that anything it helps to build to
such heights should not let it down.
On Sunday, a grateful media got thrown a bone with some meat of
competitiveness and drama still on it. "Great" was an adjective not hard
to come by.
While the game held a viewer's interest to the end, the pregame programming on NBC was sleep-inducing, and the halftime show remained a
good excuse to go to the refrigerator.
Television viewers got a chance to view it through this year's gimmick
— 3-D glasses distributed by a soft drink firm. Blindfolds would have
been better. •

Newton half-happy...
nine-point lead at 59-50 with 5:43
left.
When Avery hit a 3-pointer with
4:21 remaining, the Racers led by
eight, at 61-53. They got up by 10
again before an Avery 3-pointer
from 25-feet cut the lead to seven
at 67-60. After Mann missed the
front end of a one-and-the-bonus,
Avery scored on a baseline drive to

they ended the stanza at that margin, at 44-23.
The MSU lead got as high as 25
when Pone Jones scored underneath. But Tech began to whittle at
the Racer lead. With MSU leading
56-36 at the 10:46 mark, Avery
buried a 3-pointer to spark an 14-3
spurt in which Avery hit three
3-pointers. MSU then held on to a

Lady Racers continue . • •
(Cont'd from page 8)
to put Murray back into the lead,
and Poe then took over, scoring
from 10 feet with 3:01 left, from
the free throw line at 2:36 and on a
driving move with 2:13 to go, putting the Lady Racers up by 35-30.
Adams again hit one free throw
with 1:54 left, but Smith connected
from the left baseline and Poe
closed the half with a pair of free
throws with 0:05 showing, putting
the Lady Racers out front by
39-31.
Poe opened the second half with
a bucket from the free throw line,
and, after Tech scored back-to-back
hiskets, Poe fired in a-17-1&.it juniper for a 43-35 edge.
Brown and .Ramsey scored for
Tech, with Ramsey's 3-point shot
cutting the cushion to 43-40. Poe,
however, answered again from the
free throw line.
Waldon answered a basket from
Tech's Dana Scott, and Smith
answered Clayton's basket to keep
the five-point lead intact, and Poe
then fired up a 15-foot jumper for a
51-44 lead.

After Tech hit one, missed one
from the stripe, Waldon scored on
a putback for a 53-45 lead with
10:43 left
The Eaglettes made one more
charge at the Lady Racer lead with
under six minutes left when Adams
drove for one score,'cutting the
lead to 59-53, and then scored from
underneath to set up a steal and
layup by Shawn Monday, shaving
the Lady Racer edge to 59-57.
But Smith, who had spent a
minute out of the game to walk off
a knee injury, scored off a baseline
move and again by driving the
right side, putting Murray back up
by six.
A Ramsey 3-pointer chopped the
lead, but there was Poe again, scoring from eight feet Karen Johnson
sealed the win by hitting from
10-feet with 1:04 left, putting MSU
up 67-60 on their way to the 68-62
final.
"Our bench came in and did a
really fine job," Childers said, noting that the Lady Racers are learning to 'get into' the game as soon
as they're in it. "They go into the

Bolton feels he's target
of teammates'suspicions
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Bennie
Bolton, a former North Carolina
State University basketball player,
thinks that he — not Charles
Shackleford — is the target of
teammates' suspicions that a Wolfpack player threw an NCAA tournament game in 1987 to avoid a
drug test.
But Bolton insisted he didn't
throw the game, which was the last
of his college career. And he said
he doubted that Shackleford, or any
other member of the team, did.
"When I heard the Florida game
mentioned, and they said a player
threw it, I just naturally looked at
myself," said Bolton, referring to
NCSU's 82-70 loss to the University of Florida in the first round of
the tournament.
"I had a bad game and threw a
lot of bad passes," told The News
and Observer of Raleigh.
In the game, which was played

Roy Bowling
will retire
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Roy
Bowling, who has guided Laurel
County to four girls' high school
basketball championships, will
retire at the end of the school year,
it was announced today.
"This decision was very hard to
make because I love coaching and
working with young people,"
Bowling said in a news release. "I
also regret leaving the excellent
relationship I enjoyed with peer
coaches and opposing players."
Laurel County has a 391-60
record in 14 seasons under Bowling and has won 11 district and
eight regional titles.
Bowling also compiled a 286-99
record as a baseball coach from
1958-76, 138-86 in boys' junior
varsity and varsity basketball from
1959-68 and 91-13 mark in girls'
softball from 1986-88.

at Syracuse University, Bolton had
four turnovers. Shackleford, then a
sophomore, had three turnovers.
The allegation that some players
think a teammate threw the Florida
game reportedly will be contained
in the book, "Personal Fouls," by
Peter Golenbock, scheduled for
release next month, according to
the book's dust jacket.

game and try to make a difference," Childers said.
He also praised the 17-rebound
advantage the Lady Racers enjoyed
on the bbards thanks to a team
effort that saw Poe and Wenning
grab nine each while Johnson had
eight, Tawnya Pierce seven and
Smith six. "We .were really tough
on the boards," he said. "When we
rebound a team by nine, we generally win."
This win, coupled with Middle
Tennessee's 68-64 win over Morehead, left the Lady Racers in a
three-way tie for the OVC lead
with Tech and Middle.
That's fine with Childers, whQ
has seen the Lady Racers suffer
through a nine-game stretch on the
road coupled with injuries to Karen
Johnson and Melissa Huffman, who
is expected back by the weekend.
The Lady Racers, who are 7-0 in
"The Pit" this season, have now
won 20 of their last 21 games at
home. The Lady Racers host Tennessee State on Saturday before
taking on the OVC co-leaders,
Middle Tennessee, next Monday
night at Racer Arena.
"The girls know this was a big
win," Childers said. "Now we have
two more big games .coming up."
TENNESSEE TECH (62)
Brown 9-18 3-4 21, Adams 3-4 5-11 11, Peterson
4-11 1-29. Ramsey 3-12 0-0 8. Monday 3-4 0-1 6,
Clayton 2-10 0-4 4, Scott 1-3 1-2 3, Montooth 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 25-62 10-24 62.
MURRAY STATE (68)
Smith 10-23 3-4 23. Poe 9-15 2-3 20, Waldon
5-7 0-0 10. Waning 2-4 4-5 8, Johnson 2-6 0-0 4,
Pierce 1-4 1-3 3, Pinson 0-3 0-1. Eddy 0-2 0-0,
Camp 0-0 0-0, Ezell 0-0 0-0. Totals 29-64 10-16

68.

Halftime score—Murray St. 39, Tennessee Tech
31. 3-point goals—Tennasee Tech 2-5 (Ramsey
2-5), Mw-ray Si 0-2 (Smith 0-1. Poe 0-1). Fouled
out—None. Rebounds—Tennessee Tech 34 (Clayton 8). Murray St. 51 (Weaning ma Poe 9).
Assists—Tennaste Tech 14 (Monday 6), Murray
St. 9 (Johnson 3). Total fouls -Tennessee Tech 20,
Murray St. 20. A-450.
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Volume 30(111 was one for the fans

(Cont'd from page 8)
hit two free throws to end the
drought for the Golden Eagles.
Tech got as close as 10 before
Martin scored on a dunk and Mann
hit another 3-pointer, this one from
25-feet. Popeye Jones then hit two.
free throws, and Foster scored to
push MSU up by 19. Murray led by
as much as 21 in the first half, and

TIMES

395*

Includas labot, Clamps, 1. Hangar!

cut it to five at 67:62 with 1:07
left. But Jeff Martin hit six free
throws for the remainder of the
game to seal the victory.
"You have to credit Tennessee
Tech for their comeback," Newton
said. "They didn't quit. We told
our team before the game 'this is a
team you'll have to defeat'. Thank
goodness we had a cushion.
"We opened the door. It is a
question mark this team is going to
have to dispel. It's a natural tendency to have a letdown. But not
from a veteran ball club."
"We tried to play the clock,"
Martin said. "I think we got away
from our tempo."
"Rather than play like we did in
the first half, when we played
loose, we got tight," Mann
explained.
It was the Racer defense early
that built the "cushion", enabling
the Racers to hold on.
"We try to make that a strong
point," Mann said. "When you play
good defense, that gets your break
going. Tonight we showed what we
can do on the fast break."
"We played tse tonight," Martin said. "We 5 1ayed good''defense
and that go our running game
going."
The defense held Tech's three
leading scorers to 5-of-23 shooting
in the first half. And, despite the
fact he was pleased with the second
half play of his team, Frank Harrell
probably dscribed his team's night
aptly.
"Sometimes you just get kicked.
and we got kicked."
The Racers return to OVC action
on Saturday night in Racer Arena,
hosting the Tennessee State Tigers
at 7:30 p.m. following the Lady
Racer-Lady Tiger game at 5:15.
TENNESSEE TECH (67)
Rodgen 5-10 0-0 10, Wise 6-23 0-4 12, Rabic
2-8 4-4 8. Avery 9-16 5-6 29, Manual 0-2 3-3 3,
Hall 1-1 0-02, Hayes 1-3 0-0 3, Wester 0-1 0-0 0.
Perry 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-64 12-17 67
MURRAY STATE (76)
Martin 7-13 8-11 23, Ogden 7-9 1-1 15. Foster
2-5 0-0 4, Mann 6-11 2-4 18. King 1-60-0 3, Robbins 0-00-0 0, Cothran 0-0 0-00, Brooks 1-3 0-0 2,
Gold 1-1 0-02. Jones 3-8 3-49 Totals 28-56 14-22
76.
Halftime score -Murray Sr 44, Tennessee Tech
21 3-point goals -Tennessee Tech 7-18 (Wise 0-3.
Avery 6-12, Hayes 1-2. Wester 0-1). Murray St.
6-17 (Martin 1-2, Mann 4-7, King 1-6, Brooks 0-2)
Fouled out—None Rebounds- Tennessee Tech 34
(Rodgers 8). Murray St. 37 (Jones 10). AssistsTennessee Tech 14 (Avery 7), Murray Si 14 (Mann
7) Total fouls Tennessee Tech 21, Murray St. 16
A--4,200
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BOYS
Bardstown Bethlehem 66, Washington Co 40
Garrard Co 75, Ky Sch f-t Deaf 64
Hancock Co 70, Owensboro Catholic 54
Hart Co 83, Campbellsville 55
Highview Baptist 85, Bethel Fellowship 67
Russell 72. Edmonson Co 69 OT
Russellville 72, Edmoinson Co 69 OT
Webster Co 72. Graham 62
Burley Belt Tournament, Paris
Scott Co. 64. MMason Co 46 i 1st)
Pans 87. Bourbon Co 81 (1st)
Leslie County Invitatbanl
MC Napier 83. Jettico, Tenn . 57
Buckhorn 77, lee Co 76
GIRLS
Allen Cant. 76, Lawrence Co 41
Anderson Co 64, Henry Co 33
Ballard Memorial at Calloway Co , ppd
Bellevue 43, Beechwood 38
Bishop Brossart 74, Villa !Madonna 52
Boone Co 57, Notre Dame 51
Bourbon Co 84, Bath Co 40
Bowling Green 40. Apollo 29
Boyle Co 68. Lincoln Co 27
Bracken Co 54, Silver Grove 39
Breckinridge Co. 83, Fordsville 29
Campbell Co 47, Newport 30
Carroll Co 57, Trimble Co 55
Clark Co 58, Len Tates Creek 26
Collegiate 26. Lou. Beth Ilaven 16
Cos' Holmes 54, Newport Cent. Catholic 33
Con Holy Cross 62, Walton-Verona 42
Con Scott 63, Ft Thos Highlinds 56
Dayton 58, Ludlow 39
Darling 59, Lea. Sayre 30
Dixie Heights 16, Conner 36
E. Hardin 74, Elizabethtown 56
Eminence 49. Gallatin Co 44
Evangel 44, Collegiate 21
Evansville, Ind . Bosse at Owensboro ppd
Evarts 56. Cawood 52
Fleming-Neor. 74, Jenkins 27

Fleming Co 50. Maysville St Patrick 44
Franklin-Simpson 47, Logan Co 45
Greenville 51 Central Coy 49
Hancock Co 55. Owensboro Cjitiolscs,11
Hart Co 55, Campbellsville 5_
Hazard 76, Brtathin Co 69
ICk1111111 Co. 43. Carlisle Co 3'
Holy Rosary 55. Lou Iroquois 48
Hopkinsirille 43, Lyon Co 4!
Hughes-Kirk 53. Bremen 35
Jessamute Co 58, Garrard Co 40
Knott Co Cent 67, Betsy Lynne 49
Ky 5th f-t Deaf 41, Madison Southern AM
laure l Co
l.aRue
B aiirsdsswr.4-'18
o 6
'p
H
57
7, R
Lewis Co 55, Aogusta 50
Lea Catholic 52, Frankton 49
Lea Lafayette 65. Western 11:1,s 54)
Marshall Co 78, Cairo, I!! ,8
Mason Co 61, Pendleton Cr,
. 4,
Mercer Co 54,, Harrodsburg 41
Montgomery Co 51. Estill Co 47
Monticello 61, Rockcastle Co 52
Muhlenberg Cent 79. Drakesboro
Ohio Co 63, Grayson Co 48
Oldham Co 61, Shelby Co 59
Owen Co 69, Grant Co :.7
Owstey Co "31, Red Bird 52
Phelps 78. Pikeville 46
Rowan Co 53, Pans 44
Scott Co 58, Harrison Co c6
4'
Simon Kenton 84, Erlanger
Somerset 61, Casey Co 35
Southwest Christian 52, High,
:iew Rapt
W Carter 71, Boyd Co 16
Warren East 72, Todd Co Cent
Washington Co 59, Danville 55
Webster Co 49, Whitesville Trims,
Wheelersburg. Ohio, 61, Russell 62
Whitley Co 52, Pulaski Co 42
Williamsburg 54, Berea 48
Wolfe Co 62, Riverside Christian 22

College Basketball
How The Associated Press Top Twenty college basketball teams fared Monday:
2. Georgetown (15-1) beat Si John's 75-64
10. Michigan (15-4) lost to No 16 Indiana
71-70
16 Indiana I16-41 beat No ,1 0 Michigan
-70
EAST
American U 86, N C.-Wilmington 85
Cent. Connecticut St.
Dartmouth 70
East Carolina 70, Navy
72.61
Georgetown 75, St John's 64
la Salle 89, Iona 64
Lafayette 64, Cornell 46
Lehigh 93, Columbia 81
Loyola, Md 100. 3Aarist 91
Princeton 74, Muhlenberg 61
Robert Morris 78, St. Francis, Pa. 56
St. Francis, NY 68, Brooklyn Cr! 85
SOUTH
Alcorn St. 92, Alabama St 82
Bethune-Cookman 60, Howard U.58
Campbell 63, Davidson 50
Citadel 73, VIMI 61
E. Kentucky 59. Tennessee Si, 54
Florida A&M 69, Coppin St. 68
Furman 77, Marshall 69
George Mason 75, George Washington 64
Middle Tenn. 1M, Morehead St. 68

Murray St. 76, Tennessee Tech 67
N Carolina A&T 82, Md E Shore .7(i
Nicholls Sr 89 Baptist Christian 62
Old Dominion 99 Vs Cornrronweali
Paine 80, Augusta 69
Radford 87, N C Ashen,
'e 's
S Carolina Sr :07 Delaware St is4
S Mississippi 79, New Orleans hat
South Alabama 103, Jacksonville .4
South Carolina 92, Coastal Caroii•ia • s
South Honda 71. Tampa c4
Southern U 86, Jackson Sr -1
Texas Southern 102, Grarribling irlii -Chattanooga 59, W Caro'Ina
Winthrop 77 Pfeiffer 61
MIDWES I
Akron SO, N Illinois 64
Cleveland St 44, W Iliino ,s Si
Creighton 44, S 111,colt 4
F. Illinois 106. Chicago ti• ...Indiana 7 1 Michigan
Mo -Kansas Cit 7', San.t`,
N lows 88, Valparaiso
Nebraska 71
44
SW Missouri St 81, Oral le -s•-,
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Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

753-9627

WHY WAIT
FOR YOUR
.44
_11,61,r;I TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!
Use H&R Block's Rapid Refund Program
It's a loan against your expected federal income
tax refund. Available whether H&R Block
prepares Your tax return or not.

IT'S FAST!

H&R BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center - 753-9204
Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-5 Sat.

II

Interest
For 12 Months
No Payment For 90 Days

FREE

Brake Special
•Turn rotors
and
drums

3995*

par axle

All
In Stock Whiti

Priced To Move!

II:

IlIHllllIpJ

Premium Muffler
Movie World is your Headquarters for:

2695

T.V.'s - VCR's - Stereo's

Heavy Duty Shocks
•instailed
at additional
cost
ONLY

8"

'Most American and foreign cars and pickups

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
Mon.-Thurs.
10-9

LIGHT MECHANICAL REPAIRS
"Chock with Doug, &Hullo or Ed"

Fri. & Sat.
10-10

PARTS PLUS

Central
Shopping
Center

514 So. 12th St.

-See me for all
your family
insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs.Jan* Rows

753-1750

•24 Hour
Drop-Off Box
Available
Sunday
1-8
753-7670
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Refinishing often done in the home
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Can you call them couch potatoes if they've made the couch or
refinished the table that holds the
snacks?
Such a facetious question might
be asked in all seriousness in these
days of cocooning, because there's
evidence that more of the folks
who are lounging around the house
watching TV are building or
refurbishing the lounge themselves.
A survey done by Formby's, the
wood refinishing products manufacturer, found that 42 percent of
the respondents had done some
wood refinishing in 1987, a 17 percent increase over 1985. As many
as half the refinishing projects are
done by women.
The company instituted a tollfree phone number in the spring of
1986 and now annually handles
100,000 calls. (The number
1-800-M7-6297 is answered weekdays noon to 8 p.m. EST and
weekends 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.).
An,indication of perceived interest in furniture making is a new
program debuting on public television this January. The makers of
"This Old House" have created
-The New Yankee Workshop," a
13-week. half-hour. how-to series
in which carpenter Norm Abram
shows viewers how to build a different piece of furniture each week.
The pieces — a trestle table,
workbench, bedside table, chest -Of
drawers, candle stand and corner

cabinet are examples — are based
on New England originals but are
built with modern techniques and
power tools.
The projects vary in complexity
and some are suitable for people
who have never done woodworking
before. "We've tried to design it
so that someone who has a decent
table saw, a router table and a few
shop tools can build these furniture
pFojects," said Abram.
Shop drawings and videotapes of
each program will be available and
"The New Yankee Workshop,- a
book by Abram on all the projects
is being published by Little.
Brown.
Russell Morash, producer of the
series, said he developed it partly
on a feeling that interest in woodworking is on the increase, partly
on the large number of magazines
available on the subject. and the
apparent success of mail order suppliers of woodworking tools and
other products.
Among magazines devoted specifically to woodworking and furniture are Wood magazine, Fine
Woodworking, The American
Woodworker and Woodsmith.
"I like to do projects myself,
especially in the winter," said
Morash, who considers himself a
novice woodworker, even though
he has owned a table saw for 15
years. He's already built the hutch,
shaker dresser and bedside table
that will be taught on the shows.
Many public television stations

REDUCED TO SELL!!!

Quality Glass Shower and Tub Doors
*A variety of -styles In stock*

Hurry in while selections are good!

Thornton Tile
and Marble
753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

A

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash 8d Carry

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open Mon-fn 7-5 Sat. 8-12

SaleEnds
Monday'

Viss-0.1C-Discover

WEEKLY SPECIALS
The new Andersen - Frenchwood
Hinged Patio Door is designed to be
the most weathertight French door
made in America
The reasons' Our exclusive. multilock system creates a positive. impervious seal from top to bottom. A unique Teased sill provides a water and
thermal barrier A chamber built along
the sill drains of excess water. And to
ensure maximum efficiency. even the
weatherstrip itself is designed to stay
completely dry.
The result? Ours is the only French
door in the country to earn the highest
possible industry rating for the prevention of air and water infiltration. Stop
by our show room and take a look for
yourself

will carry the program in time slots
adjacent to "This Old House" this
winter, added the producer, who
sees winter as the ideal time period
for house-oriented do-it-yourself
programs.
According to Rick Mastelli, who
has developed 17 videos for Fine
Woodworking magazine, the most
popular subjects are wood finishing
and refinishing. The company will
release its first furniture project, a
dining room table, in the fall.
Mastelli says the appeal of making furniture seems to combine
economy with creativity. "You can
buy a cabinet for $60 in a discount
chain store, but it doesn't function
properly. The same amount in
materials and a weekend or so and
you can build a substantial

improvement"
Dick Burrows, editor of Fine
Woodworking, said that after a dip
in interest two or three years ago.
the popularity of woodworking is
once again on the rise, judging
from sales of how-to books and
related videos.
"We get lots of requests for
plans and how-to information and
readers are always sending in pictures of things they've made."
Don't underestimate the power
of fashion, even in woodworking,
says Morash. The idea behind the
TV program is to show how to
build furniture that is relatively
simple, yet currently stylish. That's
why the producers chose Shaker
and New England pieces which are
popular across the country.

Ranch houses offer
compatibility to all
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Elderly persons and-or those
with heart or respiratory problems
usually seek out one-story houses
when it comes time to change
residences.
Even if that were not so, the
chances are one-story or ranch
houses would continue to be the
best-selling places to live in the
country. A ranch has more attributes than the fact that there are no
stairs to climb, making it easier to
get from one place to another.
It's the kind of house we think
about when we first contemplate
the purchase of a house. Its design
lends itself to creative styling.
Maintenance is easier than in other
kinds of houses. It brings the
indoors and the outdoors together
quite naturally. And, it has always
had an excellent resale value.
Why, then, doesn't everybody
live in a ranch house? Because it
requires more land, more foundation, more roofing, more insulation,
fis_ually_ _needs _ More heating and
coolingequipment and costs more
per square foot than other types of
houses.
When you get ready to buy an
existing house, the term used by
the real estate industry for a house
which has been lived in, a lot of
questions must be asked and
answered:
How many people are in the
family? What are their ages? What
is their lifestyle? Do any of them
have special needs? How will the
maintenance be handled? How
about preferences for the locations
of the bedrooms? With a ranch, for
example, the bedrooms are at
ground level, an arrangemept some
persons do not like and others
prefer.
When you are buying a house
that is to be built, you often,
although not always, have some
choice as to the manner in which it

**
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will be put together. In an existing
house, everything is where it will
stay while you live there, unless
you contemplate some remodeling.
That means your family must
adjust to the conditions that
prevail.
Because price is a prime consideration, we may have to accept
some type of house other than a
ranch. A two-story house will give
THIS HOUSE FEATURES A greenhouse dining room on the ground floor
you more square footage on less
and a solarium on the second floor. It also has a large open deck off the living
land. Heating and air conditioning
room. Plan HA1504H has 820 square feet on the first floor and 498 on the
require less ductwork and will be
second. For more information write
enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
less expensive. The same may be
envelope - to Homes for Living. 363 Seventh Ave.. New York NY 10001.
true of other kinds of heating and
air conditioning where ductwork is
not a factor. Space layout is more
flexible. That kind of house supplies bedrooms on the second floor
and affords more sleeping privacy.
And stair climbing, if health problems are not involved, can be good By ANDY
inches above the ground.
LANG
exercise.
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — About two years ago, my
A split level does not make as
wife
hung the wallpaper in our
Q. — I plan to make a Wooden
much use of land as a two-story but
room. Now, the paper is
dining
it makes more use of it than a board on which things like cheese
loosening a bit at a few of the
ranch. It can work on a sloping plot can be cut. I have a pretty good
nOt - seams,- Wha-t
where a ranch might not be feasi: idea of how -to do it.-but
glue it back without causing any
should
be
finished
ble. A split level utilizes what sure what it
trouble?
further
would be basement space by pro- with. Can I use varnish?
Regluing back the paper at,
A.
—
A. — No. You should not use
viding habitable quarters or a garthe seams is easy if you exercise
any
finish
which
can
be
cut
by
a
age. In a raised ranch, you do not
great care. Wherever the seam is
open the front door onto either sharp knife. Instead, use a mineral
pull it back very gently until
loose,
floor, but proceed from there either or vegetable oil and renew it once
not "give" easily. At that
it
does
up or down, an arrangement many or twice a year. Clean the board
stop,
wipe off the old adhepoint,
people consider advantageous. In thoroughly after each use to preapply new. This is where
sive
and
vent
retention
of
food
odors.
such a house, maintenance is often
you need extra care. You must now
Q. — I plan to build a retaining
more controlled and, therefore,
wipe
away the excess glue that has
wall at the rear of our house to
easier.
oozed
out from under the paper.
divert
water
during
a
heavy
rain:
I
So, although a ranch remains the
carefully
so your wiping
Wipe
best-selling house on the market, want a little of the water to get
which
be slightly
cloth,
should
that's not the reason you should through so there isn't too much
lift up the reglued
not
does
damp,
pressure
on
the
wall.
Is
is
better
to
buy it. The purchase should be
made on the basis of your family's just leave a few spaces in the seam. Usually, this is best done by
wiping away from the seam so it is
bricks at the bottom of the wall or
needs.
not
disturbed.
use
pieces
of
clay
pipes?
(Do-it yourselfers will find helpQ. — In making a rubbing mixA. — Both are effective. They
ful information on a a variety of
subjects in Andy Lang's handbook, are known as weep holes. Most ture, can I mix turpentine with
professionals consider the pieces of linseed oil?
"Practical Home Repairs,- which
A. — Yes, but be sure it is
can be obtained by sending $2 to pipe more durable, although both
boiled
linseed oil. You do not boil
methods
effective.
Incidentally,
are
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck,
it yourself. Purchase the kind that
the openings should not be at the
NJ 07666.)
very bottom of the wall but 8 or 10 says "boiled" on the container.

The 10th of each month Is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
Order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women.
They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at
the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig
down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So.. paying by mall is a simple way to avoid getting caught without
the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.
ek Ai the

Come home to quality.
Andersen.

S

Murray, Ky.
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BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
1-24-A
•K 8 3
J 85
•K 9 7
•A K 102
WEST
EAST
Today's battle of wits took place •4
•J 9 6 5 2
between two experts 'at a recent re- Ir A Q 10 9 4 3
11 76
gional tournament in Dallas. De- •34854
4Q 4 3
clarer made a well-intentioned and 4 J 9 8 7 6
daring move to escape perceived diSOUTH
saster, in reality, he succeeded in
4 A Q 107
shooting himself in the foot.
•K2
•A Q J 10 6 2
The diamond slam will make
+5
against any lead, but that's not what
happened in actual play. How did Vulnerable- North-South
South manage to lose his slam?
Dealer: North
West, a player with a reputation The bidding:
for solid bidding, was part of the North East
South
West
problem. West's jump to three 1+
Pass
2•
3•
hearts over two diamonds con- 4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
Pass
6•
All pass
vinced South that the pre-empt had 5•
to be based on a seven-card suit. If
Opening leadt Heart ace
so, the heart ace followed by a secBID WITH THE ACES
ond heart would net one down, as
East would ruff away South's king. South holds
1•24-B
Rather than settle for such a cow•K 8 3
ardly fate, South bravely discarded
•J8 5
his heart king. Surely this discard
•K 9 7
should entice West to shift, and
A K 102
South could then go about taking a North South
routine 12 tricks.
1,
Horrors! West saw not only ANSWER: Two no-trump. With flat
South's king but also East's play of distribution and 13-15
HCP, choose
the seven. If the heart king were a the two-no-trump
response. If opentrue card, it would mean that East er bids another suit, show
the heart
had played the heart seven from 7- support
6-2. Impossible! Back came the
heart queen, and South is still ex- Send bridge questions to The Arm PO Box
12363. Dallaa. 'Texas 75225, with self-ad .dreseed,
plaining to North why his play was stamped
envelope for reply
backed by solid reasoning.
Covrlept, in9 11ruted Pprituro Stivelirato
"Anybody can win, unless there
happens to be a second entry."
— George Ade.
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MSU dean's list announced

The state drama festival, sponsored by the Kentucky High School Speech League and the Western Kentucky University Department of Theatre and Dance was recently held at Western. Six junior high and nine
senior high plays were presented and the top 10 performers in each category were chosen as an all-star
cast. Murray High School captured first place in the senior division for their performance of -Runaways."

Mahrenholz takes local position
Kelli Mahrenholz, a 1988 cum
laude graduate of Murray State, has
accepted a position in the public
relations department of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mahrenholz, originally from
Evansville, Ind., graduated in 1984
from Crittendon County High
School in Marion.
A public relations major in the
department of journalism and
radio-television, she minored in

international studies.
While completing her undergraduate work, she was an intern for
the National FFA Organization in
Alexandria, Va. She also worked
with the Center for International
Programs at Murray State.
Active in the University Christian Student Center, she was also
president of the MSU student public relations organization. Mahrenholz was also senior writer and

copy editor for The Shield, MSU's
yearbook. Named an Outstanding
Young Woman of America, she
was also recognized through the
National Collegiate Communication Awards.
Mahrenholz said that she looks
forward to working with the community through Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and that she was
impressed by the warm welcome
she received at the hospital.

Medicare experiencing change
Significant changes in Medicare
coverage go into effect in January,
Bettye W. Williams, Social Security district manager in Paducah, said
recently. The new provisions,
which are included in the "Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of
1988," expand Medicare coverage
for seriously ill persons.

Included in .the changes are
unlimited periods of hospitalization
after payment of the annual deductible amount. unlimited hospice
care, and 150 days of skilled nursing facility care.
This year's hospitalization
deductible is $560. A coinsurance
payment of S25.50 per day for

Burley growers see tobacco prices
continue to drop at statewide sales
- LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Burley growers sold more than close to
nine million pounds of leaf on
Monday for an average price of
$158.48 per hundred pounds, the
Federal-State Market News Service
said.
The price was down four cents
from the previous sale last
Thursday.
The state's burley farmers sold

8,795373 pounds -orleaf for a total
of $13,938,662 with 18 of the
state's 28 markets reporting sales._
Farmers in Cynthiana received
the highest price for their leaf,
more than S1.62 per pound on sales
of 736,848 pounds. Bowling Green
growers took in the lowest price of
the day, more than S1.54 per pound
on sales of 129,658 pounds.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Readers Cite Chapter, Verse
On Wives Reading at In-Laws
DEAR ABBY: Although I don't
always agree with you, rarely have
I disagreed with you so vigorously
as I did when I read your reply to
"No Town" concerning the daughter-in-law who always brings magazines along to read whenever she
and her husband visit his parents.
"No Town" thought her daughterin-law was being inexcusably rude.
Your comment: "Your daughter-inlaw may not be rude at all; she could
be very shy and insecure. Instead of
judging her, try reaching out to
include her so that she will feel more
comfortable," etc.
Abby, although the daughter-inlaw may in fact be shy and insecure,
she should have the common sense
and good manners to leave her
reading material at home. If she's
so shy and insecure that she can't
face her in-laws without resorting to
"reading," perhaps she should seek
counseling.
Also, what kind of son would
allow his wife to treat his parents so
shabbily? Ignoring her in-laws'
company to do her own thing is, in
my opinion, the height of rudeness.
So, who is the injured party here?
"No Town" or her daughter-in-law?
Thanks for your consideration,
Abby. As you know, opinions are
like noses. Everybody has one.
SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN,
RICHMOND, VA.
DEAR GENTLEMAN: True.
And here's a letter from someone whose nose is out of joint,
claiming her in-laws are rude:
DEAR ABBY: I'm another daughter-in-law who always brings something to read when my husband and
I visit his parents. I don't always
read, but the magazines are always

there if I need them, which is most
of the time. You see, my husband's
family members always discuss the
family business, which they are all
into. Don't tell me to take an
interest in their business — I've
tried that, but they don't listen to
outsiders, and it's very uncomfortable to try to get into the conversation when nobody seemse interested.
in what I have to say. So what am
I supposed to do?
The mother-in-law should examine the topics of their family
conversations before criticizing her
daughter-in-law.
BEEN THERE IN TEXAS
DEAR BEEN THERE: Meet
another daughter-in-law who
has "been there," but her first
line of defense is a needle
instead of a magazine:
DEAR ABBY: I know exactly how
that daughter-in-law feels because
when I visit my husband's family,
I always take some needlework
along. It gives me something to do
while everybody else gossips about
the neighbors, whom I do not know,
or about "old times" that go way
back, years before I married into
this family.
I've tried to get a conversation
going that concerns issues or
something that is in the news, but
nobody seems interested, so I just
reach for my tote bag and bring out
my needlepoint to keep myself
occupied. I wouldn't call that rude.
I may as well do something productive. I think people ,w-tio make no
effort to include everyone present in
the conversation are the rude ones.
When I'm the hostess, I do.
NO NAME OR
TOWN, PLEASE

skilled nursing facility care must
be paid for the first 8 days of care
only. Beginning in January 1990,
additional medical and prescription
drug benefits will be covered, too.
By this time, all Medicare beneficiaries should have received their
revised Medicare Handbook showing a side-by-side comparison of
the old and new coverage.
Anyone with questions about
coverage should contact cither the
Paducah Social Security office
located at 546 Lone Oak Road,
telephoner-443=1506; or -the -May-field Social Security office located
on US Highway 45 North, teleor
ptron o2 4 7 - 8 09 5
I-800-2345-SSA.

Thirty-nine students of Calloway
County have earned recognition on
the Murray State University Dean's
List with perfect scholastic standings for the 1988 fall semester,
according to records from the data
processing office.
They are Rhonda Barrett, Eric
Baugher, Deborah Bell, Jason Bilington, Phillip Billington, Carol
Bogard, Mark Boggess, Ralph Cossey, Mary Donnelly, Cheryl Dunn,
Matthew Ferguson, Marcia Ford,
George Friebel, Randy Herndon,
Ronda Howard, Rhoda Jones, Mark
Manners, Carlie Mechler, Patricia
Mitchell-Erwin, Angela Murdock,
Robert Nelson, Catherine Robinson, Angela Rogers, Todd Ross,
Linda Sawicki, Marty Scarbrough,
Mary Schultz, Marianne Scott, Jennifer Sullivan, Stacy Taylor,
Bethany Thompson, Janice Thurmond, Tonya Venters, Stephen
Vidmer, Christi Walker, Regina
Walker, David Watson, Tommy
West, and Kimberly Witham.
Others on the Dean's List from
Calloway County are David
Adams, Lori Adams, Robert
Adams, Timothy Ahlenius, Carey
Alexander, Sherrie Anderson,
Michael Andrews, Carol Bailey,
Nan Bentley, Leslie Borge, Robert
Brown, Tracey Brown, Jody Burkeen, Kelli Burkeen, Leisa Capo,
Vicki Carpenter, Kelly Cathey,
Coral Chan, Wan Chan, Steven
Crafton, Deborah Cunningham,
David Denham, Jonathan Driver,
Lowell Dunn, James Edwards,
Nancy Eells. Tracey Eldredge, Stephen Erwin, Carrie-Farr; tisa-Far- ris, Dwight Futrell, Sherri Gallimore, Michael Garland, Marlene
Geib, Joanna Gibbs. Lillian Gierhart. Kimberly Greer, Christi Hale,
Dawn Hale, Jon Hall, Terry
Hansen, Shawn Harrington, John
Hassell, Stephanie Hays, Joanna
Herndon, Sheryl Hijab, Jana
Hopkins, Hugh Houston, Angela
Huff, Samuel Johnson, Stacy Jones,
Deborah Keller, Patrick Kelly, V
Kern, Gregory Knedler, Dick Lawson, Lenora Lockhart, Kelly Lyles,
Marilyn McCallon, Waynette
McWherter, Marjory. Merrell, Jeffrey Miller, Ambetly Moss, Jacob
Muehleman, Robert Newcomb,
John -Oliver, Kellye Olson, Joni
Orand, James Outland, Conrad
Parker, Vicki Parker, Lori Payne,
Emily Porter, John Potts,,Charles
-Roberts-, -Arny Ross, Cheryl SIffeirwhite, Ezra Schroeder, Isaac
Schroeder, Gretta Shepard, Amanda Sims, Daysha Smith, Tracy
Smith, Lesa Stanley, Cary Story,

Chad Stubblefield, Nancy Tabers,
James Tipton, Jimmy Tripp, Leila
Umar, Richard Wagoner, Clara
Wheeler, Twilla Williams, Josephine Williamson, Shelia Wilson,
Stephanie- Wilson, Todd Wiser,

Linda Wray, John Wyatt and Lee
Yuill.
A total of 1,156 undergraduate
students with grade point averages
ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4.00
are included on the Dean's List.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 1989

ARIES(Mar.2I to Apr 19)

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov. 21)

You'll bring an important project to
completion. Your personality is an
asset in dealings with others today
Still, sharp words could arise with a
friend tonight

Though good times occur in the
company of friends today, you'll need
to handle a relative with kid glow-,
tonight. You may meet with
romantic intro(Iuction.

TAURUS

SAGM'ARRJS
(Nov 22 to Dec. 21)

(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Bonds of affection grow stronger
now. You're good at selling yourself
and your ideas today. Joy comes
through pleasure pursuits, but he
tactful with an employer

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll get a kick out of a
do-it-yourself project You may not
see eye-to-eye with an adviser today.
Entertaining at home is favored
tonight. Romance is likely.

Social graces win you the support
of others in business, but impatience
could undermine efficiency
connection with an immediate task
Slow down and do a good job

CAPRICORN
k Dec 22 to Jan. 19)
Prospects look good for travel
now. You'll do well in dealing with
the public today Guard against
buying on impulse. Something could
rub you the wrong way tonight.

AQUARIUS

CANCER

(Jan 20 to Feb 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll want some time alone with
An argument could occur with a
loved one now. Count to 10 lest y(0,
friend over a financial matter Both
children and spouses bring you lose your temper with a farnib.
memlier tonight_ Today*S
happiness today. Let others know
developments are positive
how much you care.
PISCES,_
LEO osebr
-Wow
tFeb-19to-Mar.-20i
(July-23-taAug. 221-I verall ifs a wonderful day tor
Though career gains accrue today,
get-togethers with friends and datinv
a quarrel still could erupt with
Still, something could get under yoiv
someone in authority. Money
skin tonight_ Obey traffic rules on 1),'improves now, hut a difficulty could
—
road
arise over a contractural matter.
IF BORN TODAY, you work here,
VIRGO
on your own than in a partnerstoli
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You have a reflective side and may re
Try to be more patient with a
drawn to a writing or acarlemt,.
• co-worker. You express your
thoughts well today and you'll also • career Yon - haVe aoo(rirriagiriatii,i
and are both intellectual
attract romance. Leisure events bring
practical. You car. !-,ticcetql
out the best in you now •
research, law, and banking. hut may
LIBRA
be happier in an artistic careet
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ivercome a tendency to withdraw to
llome-based activities are favored
becoming involved Birthdate
over outside entertainments now
Wilheim Furtwaengler. conductor
Keep financial secrets to yourself. Be
Mildred Dunnock, actress. Fdwai,'
careful what you say to one who is
Newman. newsman. very sensitive.

••••••••••

165- Ways To Build A Breakfast
For Only
\110111,1\ -

O'Daniel named 'out of ordinary' employee
Barbara O'Daniel, a medical
laboratory technician at the
Murray-Calloway County Hosptial,
has been selected this month's
"Out of the Ordinary" employee.
The award is presented regularly
to an employee, such as Barbara,
who in the eyes of his or her colleagues and/or patients, demonstates outstanding commitment to
their responsibilities at the medical
facility.
"I was shocked, but very pleased
to receive 'Out of the Ordinary;' I
feel this is a reflection on the people I work with as much as myself.
Their support makes it easy to give
a little 'extra' to my work," she
said.
Barbara goes the extra mile for
her fellow employees and the
patients at MCCH. She spends her
time and money buying toys to
give to children who have their
blood drawn. This truly demonstrates that she is a generous and
caring person, two fellow employees said.
In addition to thC honor, she

receives a specially-marked parking space for the month, a certificate denoting tbehonor and a special -in-Oft-Ton to the hospital's
annual service awards banquet.
Barbara and her husband Johnny
have a I3-year-old daughter Stacy.
They make their home in Benton.

Lrid,j\.
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Save
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It's our first-ever
Winter
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This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
has earned national recognition for excellence, providing outstanding service for his Woodmen members.

Gina ['Wilts /WM
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal
Notice

‘0,0
DEADLINE

DAY OF PUB.

Fri. 3 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

costs only

a day,

attracts readers like a

I

of QIC

t"ei

SANTA'S
HELPERS

? A little

436-5355

in classified, that's what!

Professional Chimney
Cleaner

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

Purchaser of 1976
Ford Station Wagon
(Blue) in Symsonia on
Jan 2 please contact
seller at

443-1771
Ext. 156, day
851-3622
evening
OPEN For Business
Granda Miller's Country
Bakin'l Homemade breads
and pastenes No mixes or
preservatives 641 South to
Puryear- 140 West to 69
South to Solo's Mkt - 140
West 1 1/4 mile to Bakery
Open Monday- Saturday
noon, 8a.m -6p m. Ph.
901-782-3412 John &
Irene Miller, Cottage
Grove, Tn

STORAGE
FACILITY
Nev, all Steei facility tor
boat and mini storage
10x30 & 15x15 areas
available.

020

, and can be as
12;
much fun as a t:y full

— Notice—

Offering Fire Box Repair.
Damper Installation.
Custom Hoods and Bird
Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

Conveniently located
On Hwy. 280 near East
Elementary School
Call 753-8848 before
8:30 p.m. for rates.
LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Shop and Ward's Leather
have new store hours:
Mon.-Tues. Noon-8p m..
Wed.-Fri. 9a m -4p.m , Sat.
9a m.-lp m. Call for after
hours appointments Visit
us for all supplies and new
line of purses, starting at
must $1.99I 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line Road
893, 492-8580

TRANSFER your BUM
home movies to video tape
$3 50 per 50 ft reel tape
included Also, slides ne
gatives and photographs
Free pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

After Inventory
Sale
Needlepoint kits and pre.
washed centers 10c', to
30,-, off. Needlepoint
tapestry yarn 75t per
seem Cross stitch books
Li price plus 50C Huge
selection of knitting
yarns on clearance
Creative Expressions
915-A Coldwater Rd.
759-1941
9 til 4:30 M-E'

HE LOON!! OLAF WON
'OUR BROTHER WON THE
"U6L`i 006 CONTEST'

AVERPC.3
KID Vstioil-CJAE
ALMO5T al&-kT
4C.)U2.6 OF TV
A DAL,

*Ake

11188 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black s Decorating Center.
701 S 41h St Murray

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible
and
copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital.
You or your insurance will have to
pay the first 5540.00
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Our 28th Veer"

If you need any form of life insurance. IRA, major medical, medicare
supplement or nursing home insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the information to you at your home. If you
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do is
call.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
By GARY LARSON

—N,
'4RE2
DiD 0L
;EE 11.1X7

2 cats in Coldwater
around January 6th
Mother cat approx.
3 years Old and
young female 11
/
2
Old
Both smoky
w/small
gray
amount of white

ATTENTION- Hiring! Government sobs- your area
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test
$17,840-$69,485 Call
1 602 838 8885 Ext R684
BONUS INCOME Earn
$200-$250 weekly Mailing
1989 travel brochures For
more information send
stamped envelope to INC
P0 Box 2139 Miami, Florida 33261
DID Christmas get you behind9 Sell Avon products!
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%l Call
today 753-0171

EDUCATIONAL foundation for foreign studies
needs volunteer Area Representative to coordinate
non-profit international
high school student exchange program locally. No
fund raising required. Expenses paid and training
provided. No experience
required for this volunteer
position, just energy and
enthusiasm For more information call Deb Atherton
collect at 502-358-9615 or
call 1-800-447-4273.

SPARETIME INCOME!
Hottest new opportunities
in home assembly, electronics, crafts, others.
Amazing 24 Hr recorded
call
message
1-504-641-7778 Ext. 2329

1.2 BETTER

TORN
THE HEAT OP
"I've done it! The first real evidence
of a UFO! ---And with rly own Camera,
in my own darkroom, and in my own ..."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
'MIELE DAILEY
MAKE OTTO
STOP GROWLNG
AT BELLA'

•

STOP
IT,
OT TO!

NOW 1-4ES
STICKING
OUT H15
TONGUE'

OTTo!

1
5
8
12
13

Actor Dillon
Enemy
Reveal
-- code
Metric
measure
14 River rn
Germany
15 Boil gently
17 Pantry
19 Candle
20 Prison
compartments
21 Brother of
Jacob
23 Withered
24 Sailor
colloq
26 Halts
28 Soak up
31 At home
32 Even score
33 — Are the
World"

AND LOWER
THAT LEG,
RIGHT NOW,
OTTO./

41111 •Aa

;imp

„r4
(Cir-

BLONDES
IF YOU REALLY 010 FIRE
ME,W140,0 'IOU GET TO FILL MY SHOES

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Moccasin
36 Author HG,
38 Morning
"moisture
39 Condescending look
41 Crippled
43 Frighten
45 Contests
48 March
50 Safe
51 Imitates
52 "— Hat" .
54 Moran of TV
55 Head Fr
56 Arabian
garment
57 Sow

YOUR DRUG TRADE KILLED AND
RuINEI7 COUNTLESS PEOPLE. BUT
IF YOU BEAT THE LAW WITH YOUR
DRUG MILLIONS,

fa&P/444 5411VER5
„ TH/515 THE VOICE
OF THE 21Er
PHAN704.1„H15
LIFE PLealEp TO
DE5TR0Y EVIL
EVERYWHERE.

6
7
8
9
10
11

1 Spar
2 Solo
3 Mollify
4 Domesticates
5 Distant

5200°
The Mail
House
Main .tit
(in.,,k
I

(

'I'!

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for Assistant Manager and CoManager Previous restaurant experience desired
Good benefits Salary to
$20000 Call 759 4695
days or 1-886-9920 evenings Ask for Andy Jordan
WORK at home and earn
up to $334 per week making simple crafts No experience needed. start right
away. Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Craftways. P 0
Box 216, Edgewood, Md
21040
090
Situation
Wanted
will take care of sick or
elderly Also will do housekeeping 437-4214
WILL stay with sick or elderly, do some domestic
work, run errands Excellent references and experience Either shift day or
night. Call anytime If no
answer, call later as I am
not gone for long.
753-4590
100
Business
Opportunity
ALMO Heights grocery
available February 1 VVII
consider lease with option
to buy. Also house and
large lot adjoining property.
753-5358
CAPITAL available for any
business and commercial
purpose. $25,000 and up
Call (502)753-0377 weekdays 6-9p m or write Jackson & Associates. Route 6
Box 57, Murray, KY 42071
IF you would like to own
your own buisness, now is
the time' Changes are being made with Diet Center
that will mean a business
boom Personal commitments are forcing sale For
additional information respond to P0 Box 115,
Hazel, Ky 42049
RETAIL package beer,
wine and liquor store in
Fulton, Ky For more information call 502 472 2831
or 901 479 1954
110

Art
Lessons
by PhIllip Powell
in
Specializing
wildlife and landscapes. Individual
instruction in a

small group setting
Call

753-4658
for details

Either
Lamprey
Shipworm
Muddles
Virginia —
Transgresses

16 Periods of
time
18 High cards
22 Declare
23 Fascination
24 Mr O'Neill
25 Collection
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
of facts
27 Painting
14
13
29 Be in debt
12111
30 Church
15
18
bench
1716l111
35 Red wine
19
20
36 Unwanted
221111
plant
23
37 Wise person
21
111
38 Prim
40 Expunge
24 25
26
28 29 3i1
42 Clubs
43 Quarrel
31
32
33
44 Sleeveless
cloak
34
37
46 Great Lake
35lUl
17 Dispatch
41
39 40
42
49 Greek letter
50 Health resort
43 44
48
53 River in
Siberia
50
4811114

• AiiniNtS
•CRUIS1 LANES
•TNAVEL AGINCit •
HomE STUDY/RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAl AID AVAIL
•106 PI.ACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
ACT TRAVEL SC HOOL
Nat I HeatTs Pompano Bch Fl

UdlI

II
III45

51
pl15„/N COLP VOICE
THAT TERRIF/E5,-,

One Page

DOWN

11

.ILL BE WAITING FOR
10u. I WILL FIND YOU.
YOU WILL KILL NO
AAOPF
-1

Resumes
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IffilIMEGEICEM

WANTED Truck driver, 23
years old 2 years expenonce dean cloying record
502 395-5588

restlIllt"

MATURE full charged
bookkeeper for trucking
company in Puryear, Tn.
Computer experience preferred. Salary oemmensurate with experience_
800-621-2888 ask for
Andra.

TUE 13E.PROOM 15 FREEZING THIS
MORNING

NOW hiring, Part time and
full-time Your am& S7$10
per hour 759-4189

LOST

GET PAID for reading
books!$100 per title. Write:
PASE- 187A, 161 S. Lincolnway, N. Aurora, IL
60542.

GARFIELD

Help
Wanted

Invest in .r)urselt
with a professionalh
prepared and (tilt- WI

EASY Work' Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at
home Call for information
504-641-8003 Ext 8047

753-4199
THE FAR SIDE

HAIRCUTS etc Shampoo
Winter Sale! Any Scruples
leader $1095 Value up to
$1700' Dixieland Center
753-6745

Please Call
489-2667

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

11:111121IIII

Ohi0

NOW

Nona

LEGAL NOTICE
On December 13.
was
there
1988.
tendered for filing with
the Federal Communications Commis
Mon. Washington, D C .
an application for consent to the voluntary
assignment of con
struction permit for
Staton WSPH-TV. Murray, Kentucky. from
Sammy J. Parker.
WML•LPTV
d./13/a
Company to Life Anew
Ministries. Inc. Station
K'SPH-TV operates on
Channel 38.
Life Anew Ministries, Inc has the
following
officers,
directors,
and, or
stockholders.. John W.
Stalls, John R. Price,
and Linda M. Stalls.
A copy of the apneation is available for
public inspection during norm:it business
hours at: 15iA.1 Diuguid
Rd.. Murray.

What's as easy as

02

020

010

111

Il5

Il

52
S8

54III
57

III

.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC
.WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDY PRE& Mamma

•PINANCIAL AID AVAA..
400 PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE HART IICHOOl
•Olv dACT
POI/Ipere SO.
N•0
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C_LAss_r_FrEDs
160

140

How
Furnishings

Mobile
Homes For SW

30" WHITE electric stove
used 753-6726

LIVING room suite gold
color cook stove refrigerator maple table and 6
Claes 2 end tables coffee
table All in very good con
dition 435-4350

1979 CRIMSON 14x70 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath with
garden tub large kitchen
Irving room with fireplace
To be moved 435-4221
after 2p m or 753-0368

OLD oak table and 4 chairs
Call after 4p m 437-4616

FRAME mounted trailer
hitch for pock-up truck class
3 759-4905

220
Musical

GLASS display case, approximately 5x2Or371
Lynn Grove Gifts & Collectables 435-4202

SPINET piano Stratford
model Kohler & Cambell
new condition, $750
753-6265

TREADMILL, motorized
prefer electronic
753-7853

* Four Star *
Mobile Horne
Parts & Service
Custom Built Decks
Doors and Knoos
$84.5 and Up
Ai
r

lasztlienews
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

WANT to buy Raw Furs
Stanley Owen McClellan.
Pulaski, IL 618-342-6316

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758

LARGE large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield. Ky
502-247-7831

BO USED mailboxes Buy
all for $80 Call before
3p m 753 8668

SEASONED firewood, $20
a rick. U-haul 492-8254
after 5 30p m.

AMERICAN made leather
work boots, camoflage
army pants and shirts and
all kinds of rubber boots
Jerry's Sporting Goods, 6th
& Walnut St. Mayfield. KY,
247-4704
BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed, 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m
EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert with `ilower, $250
436 g01-13

SEARS 12" band with
stand. $150 435-4588

155
Acipilances
GE washer. Montgomery
Ward dryer Good condition. $75 each Call
753-1266 before 3p m

WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith s
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road 759-9831

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING
IRS Refund Avg 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthv Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

TN.
Radio
Phone

a
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

WICKER, all kinds, guns,
300
1977 Cordoba $700, 1967
Business
Mustang, 1974 3/4 Ford
Rentals
pick-up $750, Alaskian Malamute puppies. Poodle BUSINESS space office o
puppies. 1976 Chevy van store space at Southside
$2,100. 15' boat 753-6438 Shopping Center
753-9386 or 753-4509

160
Home
Furnishings

Miller
Gas and Electric
Furnaces
$326.°
5348°°
S386°°

SEASONED firewood
436-2744

NEW 12-speed touring
bicycle Hot tub 753 9616
NEW 4000 watt Kolher
generator, 18 goose neck
trailer with van box with roll
up door 436-5811

T-Loo Vinyl Skirting
Kool Sealed
"Factory Experience
Building 8 Servicing
Mobil* Horn..."
.Phone 0021492-8488.

GO carts, go carts go carts'
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831

5 HP 3 phase cornmercia
air compressor with 60 gal
Ion tank Used 6 months
759-1174

HOUSE items
753-6726

1988 14x70 2 BEDROOM
2 bath all electric CA &
CH wall to wall carpet
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, QW
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck By appointment 753-2922 ask
for Tom after 6p m
753-7124

230

WANT TO RENT OR BUY
Land and barn for horses
Call 762-4812 weekdays or
759-9660 nights and
weekends

For

19" ZENITH color TV
$150 436-2533

Rent

2 BEDROOM duplex available in February deposit
required no pets Call
753-3415 or 753-0409

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel carpet very nice
Will sell for pay off
492-8755

3 BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment Stove, refnger
ator, washer and dryer
hook-ups, just redecorated,
dean, close to campus
$260 per month 753-7276

3 BEDROOM 1 bath
24x24 garage on 1 acre
approximately 5 miles out
of Murray Call after 7p m
437-4854

MUR-Cal apts Northwood
Dr 1 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Opportunity 759-4984
NEW 2 bedroom duplex
appliances, central heat &
air carpet 753-7457
NICELY furnished 1, 2.3 or
4 bedroom apartments and
room for rent Located near
campus
Daytime
753-6111, night 753-0606
NOW renting 1 and 2 bedroom apartments College
Farm Rd Apartments
753-3530
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 government
housing 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments at Southside
Manor 753-8221 9-11a m
or 12-2p m Equal Opportunity Housing
TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt. 1, 2 or 3 BR. Apply
Hilldale Apts., Hardin, Ky
Housing
Equal •
Oppbrtunity.
TWO 2 bedroom apartments for rent No pets
753-0521 before 3 30p m

4 BEDROOM brick Calloway County home on 1
acre Nice garden spot,
great neighborhood quiet
country setting Owner
transfered, must sell
quickly' Asking $32,500
Call 437-4785 for viewing
or owner in Frankfort Ky
502 875-2459 for more
—ea
details
BY Owner 2 or 3 bedroom
house on 1 acre lot All
appliances included gas
heat natural stone fireplace Approximately 8
miles east of Murray $20s
753-0807
GOVERNMENT HOMES
$1 00 (U Repair) foreclosures, tax delinquent property Now selling This area'
Call (Refundable)
1-407144-3220 Ext K973
for listings
NEW 3 bedroom 2 bath
house at corner of Tabard &
Mockingbird Dr in Martin
Heights 753-3903
CONVENIENTLY locatedlNice 3 bedroom, 1
bath home Shown by appointment only Call before
8p.m. 753-8950 $43 500
420
Motorcycles

2 BEDROOM house with
garage 121 South, $240
month .- deposit 753-6444

1974 HARLEY Davidson
super glide. A 1 shape
$3,700 Call 759-9207 after
2 BEDROOM lake front 6p m
house for rent in Pine Bluff
1985 KX 250 Kawasaki
Shores. $250 a month plus
$550
3 wheeler
deposit 753-9386 or
759-1039
753-4509
320
1987 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
Apartments
3 BEDROOM brick house
excellent condition,$1,200
For Rent
for rent in Dexter
753-1736
1 BEDROOM apartment . 759-9318
BORDERS Cycle and ATV
ow utilities no pets
4 BEDROOM house with
Used ATVs, parts,
Center
753-3949
gas heat $375 per month
service, accessories and
753-0332
1 BEDROOM apartment
tires. 200 North Main. Bennear downtown Murray
ton, Ky 502-527-1680
370
753-4109
Livestock
2 BEDROOM duplex in
& Supplies
month
lkestwood $275/
SIMMENTAL and Simbrah
759-4406
bulls Performance & se2 BEDROOM duplex out- men tested Excellent qual- 1965 CADILLAC. runs
753-5378 Or
good
side storage carport, eco- ity $650 & up Cadiz. Ky
436-2448
nomical, heat pump sys- 522-7630
tem Located on Valley
1968 VOLKSWAGON BeeWood Dr No pets, deposit
3a0
tle new tires, good condirequired 753-7947
Pets
tion 759-4189
& Supplies
FURNISHED 1 bedroom
1972 MUSTANG 1974 inapartment, close to MSU
AKC Golden Retrieve
ternational pick-up truck
deposit, no pets Call after pups top line, male $125
753-0080
4p m 753 6564
females
$ 1 00
1973 FORD LTD .gold
901-642 0363
runs good. $600 Call
STUD service AKC minia- 753-8950 before 8p m
ture Schnauzer, 1 year old
753 4722
1977 PONTIAC Sunbird
rebuilt inside and out very,
430
very good condition
Real
436-2573
Estate
1980 BUICK Riviera PS,
PW PL, tilt, cruise
vinyl
FOR Sale Good renta
property, four apartments, roof, gray, velour power
1 block from campus
seats, good tires, 90 XXX
miles, $3,500 435-4273
$42,000, call 753-1203

Real Estate Auction
Sat. Jan 28th 1989 at 1 p.m.

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961
1983 Z-28 red 50 000
miles. loaded $6 500 Call
492 8873 or 753 0327
1984 MUSTANG convenable loaded excellent condition 753-8624
1985 BUICK Century Limited like new, 4 cylinder, 4
door, AM-FM stereo cassette, power brakes steer
ing, locks and seats. tilt
wheel, 1 owner. 29 MPG
Also 1981 Chevrolet Malibu Call 753-4455 or
10a m -4p m 753-5819
1996 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham fully loaded
low miles sharp car, 1
owner 759 1543 or
753-0509
1987 CAVALIER wagon,
$3 800 1986 Plymouth
Voyager mini van, $6 000
1983 ElDorado Cadillac
$5,500 759-9698,
1987 FORD Taurus 4 door
sedan. AC, tilt $5500
1987 Ford Taurus wagon, 4
door, $5 500 247 8955
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
Vehicles -from $100 Fords
Mercedes Corvettes
Chevys Surplus Buyers
Guide (1) 805-687 6000
Ext S-8155
ROLL Backl 1977 GMC
454 engine. automatic, PS.
PB, AC,cruise control with
Jurdan steel rollback bed, 2
car hauler, 90% rubber, 1
owner Truck in A-1 work
4ng condrtfonl $9,500 Calf
for details 901)986-4434
TWO 1979 Monzas 4 c-ylinder and 6 cylinder
436-2879 after 5p,m orleave message on
machine
USE,D_ running _Chevven-.
gines 400 small block,
350's, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6 Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends. PositracS, loose
heads' crankshafts, pistons, fly wheels, all components. Car and truck body
pieces. Truck motors, trans
for Dodge, Ford, lnternaton Tires. wheels Re ring
engines and valve lobs. Will
install' Will trade' Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet Tro Gas
753-4134

Now it

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Pans, TN
t

At the late Mr.Dan Adams home in downtown Coldwater, Ky. on Highway 121.
Nice 2 bedroom house - 1 bath - large living room
- eat-in kitchen - large laundry room - enclosed
garage - out buildings - one acre lot + - paved
drive - private well - mature shade trees - in walking distance of 3 churches & grocery store.
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days
with passing of deed. Possession with deed.
Auction held jointly with

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes.
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1-800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you
440
Lots
For Sale
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd . Loch Lomond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m
450
Farms
For Sal*

E.R.A. Real Estate
Chuck Williams-Broker
759-9372

Dan Miller
Auctioneer
435-4144

96 ACRES good cattle farm
near Ky Lake stock barn,
tobacco barn and 2-story
frame house with carport
and garage Located 12
miles east of Murray
753-3622 or 474-8011 for
more information
460

Surplus Vehicle
Auction
for City of Murray on Jan. 28, 1989 at
10: A.M. on Andrus Dr. off North 4th
St. Pickups and car. For more
information

call

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Auction held rain or shine

Holm
For Salo
2 BEDROOM brick house,
recently remodeled, must
see to appreciate, conveniently located in good
neighborhood Serious inquiries only 759-4692
3 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine Crest
Resort Quiet and private
setting, for sale or lease
Owner financing low down
payment and low monthy
payments (502)442-5647
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large Irving
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753-1203

1981 PLYMOUTH Relaint,
$1,800 Call after 4p m
435-4577

901-642-3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

1981 TRANS Am white,
loaded, custom wheels
$3,300. great condition
753-9373 after 6p m
1982 REGAL T tops, fully
loaded, extra nice car, must
sell 759-1543 or 753 0509
1982 RX-7 Mazda air, tilt,
$2,495 Can be seen at
1500 Canterbury or call
753-9710
1983 FORD Escort XL
blue, interior clean, excellent condition and gas mileage, 51,000 actual miles,
some extras J.B. Taylor. 5
Points Auto Repair,
753-9181 or 753-8124

495
Vets
1979 FORD F-250 Club
Wagon Chateau window
van 4 captains chairs and
rear seat bed, good condition 753-9794

1978 GMC truck top
36,000 miles, 1 owner
901-232 8534

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
759 9E RA

Management Trainee
/me the areas largest N
Co is expanding & look.ng tor Sever,i1 rI1,1'
indidates Must be willing to reio, at,
.0b for the right opportunity App
'able. outgoing neat, ambitious & in e,
rdition Would be required to start at the ti.
• business from the ground up
•
d
led person need apply, Send re,,

Personnal Manager
P.O. Box 480
Peducah,Ky 42002

1987 JEEP 4x4
489-2273

Phone

1987 RED Jeep Cornmanche good condition
31,000 miles Cali after
4p m 437 4616

Serrkee
Whirred

LICENSED electrician residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753 7203

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, con
crele Free estimates Cali
474-2307 or 753 6973

,• ,

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electrical
and electric motor repairs
No rewinding
Call
759-4751

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
1987 S-15 'SMC Jimmy service Commercial and
fully loaded blue/ silver 2 residential Fast, courteous
tone 26 000 actual miles 1 service 759-1R.5
owner 759-1543 or MOBILE HOME Specialist753 0509
repair leveling, underpin1 TON 1979 Ford tiLick ning, set-ups tear-downs
fully enclosed box bed new roots floors, plumbing, wirengine less than 500 miles ing, washing, hurricane
new brakes transmission straps 759-4850
tires shocks muffler, tail PLUMBING repairman with
pipe Can be seen at 1511 same day service Call
Story 753 0083 after 5p m
759-4850
510
Campers
BUY FACTORY DIRECT
AND SAVEIll Lightweight,
super insulated, SCAMP
fiberglass travel trailers.
13' 16' & 19' 5th wheels
toll
Call
free
1-800-346-4962 for tree
brochure
520

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning tree to
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your pro
tection Stump remove
with no lawn damage Fe,
estimates No obligati
753 5484

QUALITY construction repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A
436-2617

Septic Tanks
Pumped

Lane's
Septic Service
52: 9945
1 800 592 3308
SHEETROCK hnishing
new or repair 436-2811

Key MiniWarehouses
A-1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your professional tree service All
types, removal, topping,
feeding Free estimates
50' bucket litieil and chipper Call 753-0906

753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078. 753-0996

'Drop

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
arid cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
REDING and Carter s complete mobile home repairs
service Call 492-8806 for
estimate
FOR Sale 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 2 TVs,
color 1 dryer 3 lots for sale with complete hook ups for
mobile homes Rare
Doberman pinchers. fond
and rust color, AKC regis
tered 2 mobile homes You
haiie to see to believe' Call
for an appointment
492-8806

by & ,ee

our snowroorn

ONCE'N DONE'
"The Professional's Choice"
rmstrong
NO-RINSE FLOOR CLEANER
*One Step, No Rinse
*Leaves No Dulling Finn
•Concentrates

FREE with Coupon
Expiration Date

Ian

75C .

Southside Shopping Center

-V11;1‘

Wiggins & Shoppers Mall
to

,0
to

2 mi. north of Murray
on New-Hwy 641 4-Lane.

Open Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Store Hrs. 9-5
Sun. 12-5

• Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall
•
A
Robert & Nell Wiggins—Owners
753-4566

ek?

PACKAGING
MAINTENANCE
Area manufacturing concern and leader in the
absorbent clay industry has an immedtatu
opening for an individual to handle packaging
maintenance responsibilities.
Prospective candidates should possess three
to five years of prior Maintenance experience.
be familiar with industrial packaging equipment -and have a good industrial electrical
background with programmable electronic
controller experience, and be able to read and
interpret sophisticated parts and service
manuals.
This is an excellent opportunity for an individual to become part of an exciting, progressive company, performing both regular
and preventive maintenance to assure optimum production and efficiency.
Please send resume or apply in person, in
complete confidence, to:
SOUTHERN CLAY
DIVISION OF EDWARD LOWE
INDUSTRIES. INC.
SHIRLEY STREET
PARIS, TENNESSEE a8242
E.O.E.M/F/1-1
NO PHONE CALLS. PLEASE
4

4

:9x9

TERRY'S PAINT &
DECORATING

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GENERAL repair- Carpentry, plumbing, rooting, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642

GRASS nay 328 868S it
ter 4p m

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement.Quality work for
less Free estimates 8 x12
for $585 489-2663

GENERAL house and office cleaning 7 years experience 3 openings avialable. Phone after 3p m
759-1578

WILL do roofing, plumbing
painting, & yard work Cal,
753-4370 Dr 436 5895

Custom Woodworking

CHRISTIAN lady will do
housecleaning References available 492-8899

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
c2I1 Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 jr
753-1308

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
'MTN WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

APPLIANCE REPAIR. We
Service dishwashers. dis
posals. ranges. ovens, refrigerators. washers &
dryers. Service on most
makes and models. G,E
factory trained. The Appliance Works. Dr Rob MaHwy * 783
son Rd
753-2455.

DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer. 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

WET BASEMENT/ We
make wet basements ci,y
Work completely guaranteed Calf or write Morgan
Construction Co Rt 2 Box
409A Paducah Ky. 42001
or call 1-442.7026

Hwy. 121 South

ALLEN'S Tree and Landscaping Service Free esti
mates Hauling mulch
manure gravel, dirt
753-8619 or 753-6951 after
5p m 753-2332-24 Hour
answering service

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service.
used appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753 4872 or
436-5848

THE SUNSHINE CENTU
A Christian child develop
merit program infants 4
years olds 753 8695 or
753 8945

WILL do babysitting in my
home Monday- Friday
Morning or afternoon Have
references 759-4144

Mobile John &
1985 BASS boat. 16 ft
55HP Johnson motor fully
equipped 753-2483 after
2p m

jai-o
TELEPHONE
installed- phones mover"
residence and busines5
experienced Call Bobo?
Wade 753 2220

WILL babysit in my home
anytime day or night References.753 6605

rental
. r)t‘lc,•
,
•

Boats
& Motors

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

featured here

641 North

1987 CHEVROLET pickup low mileage 6-60 war
ranty 759-1777 after 4p m

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Thinking of listing?
Cali today and na ,,,

The Village Ctr

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear taw on the front
works 40 pole ekcellent
condition 345-2561

530
Simkins
Of

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Apartment.

530

440

460

320

270

Want
To Buy

BUYING aluminum cans
55e lb batteries $1 and up.
scrap metal copper and
junk cars KGA Rycycling
492 8183 days 498 8785
nights
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OBITUARIES
Albert B. Smith

Herbert Key
Mr. Key is survived by his wife,
Herbert Key, 66, of 205 North
10th Si, Murray, died today at Mrs. Christine Adams Key; two
12:50 a.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, sons, Jerry Key and wife, Celia,
1616 Sycamore St., Murray, and
Nashville, Tenn.
Reggie Key and wife, Robbie, 1516
A used car dealer, he was a
member of Memorial Baptist Oxford, Murray; four grandchildren, Edwin Key, Rodney Key,
Church.
Born Sept. 4, 1922, he was the Heather Key and John Robert Key,
son of the late Lynn Key and all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Don
Frances Key. He was preceded in (Moyce) Blanke, Florissant, Mo.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
death by one sister, Mrs. Rhupayne _
will be in charge of funeral and
Adams, and two brothers, Donald
burial arrangements.
Key and Howard Key.

Julie Susanne Inman.
•

Julie Susanne Inman, daughter of
Keith and Carole Wood Inman, was
stillborn at 1:15 a.m. Monday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Inman, and one
sisted, Betsy Inman, Rt. 7, Murray;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Inman, Blytheville, Ark., and Mr.

and Mrs. E.J. Wood, West Palm
Belch, Fla.; one aunt, Mrs. Lori
Ayers, Jonesboro, Ark.; two uncles,
Edwin Wood, Fort Worth, Texas,
and Kevin Inman, Jonesboro.
Graveside rites were today at 11
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.

Logan Miller Watson
Logan Miller Watson, Rt. 1,
Murray, died Monday at 4:28 p.m.
at Kosair Children's Hospital,
The infant son had been born
Saturday to Michael Watson and
Christine Spann Watson at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was taken by helicopter to the
Louisville hospital on Sunday.
Survivors are his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Watson, and one brother,
Ryan Michael Watson, Rt. 1, Murray; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Gene Watson, Rt. 1, Murray, and Mrs. Beverly Reed and

Buddy Spann, Murray.
Also surviving are his greatgrandparents, Mrs. Gracie Watson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson, Coldwater, and Mrs. Gladys
Spann, Murray; four aunts, Connie
Spann and Carol Spann, Murray,
Mrs. Phillip (Jackie) Morris, Rt. 1,
Murray, and Mrs. Don (Judy)
Overbey, Rt. 1, Almo.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Spring Creek
Cemetery.
Friends may call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home after 5
p.m. today (Tuesday).

Eight Hopkinsville residents
arrested on gambling charges
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A teen-ager and seven adults were
arrested on gambling charges stemming from a raid on a local church.
"We feel that the money was not
going to a charity organization and
we feel the church was being used
as a front," said County Police
Chief Tom Scillian, whose agency
headed the six-month probe.
Scillian said the Body of Christ
Church has not had tax-exempt status for about five years.
Arrested in the raid were William Lee Abrams, 52. of Hopkinsville; Ronnie D. Cherry, 40, and
Alice F. Cherry (also known as
Susan. Cherry),-.37, both of Goodlettsville, Tenn.;_ and Edward E.
Fields, 64, Joe L. Simpson, •15,
Barbara Faye Simpson, 40, and
Todd A. Williams, 28, all of Hopkinsville. The 17-year-old arrested
also was from Hopkinsville.
Abrams is charged with firstdegree promotion of gambling.
engaging in organized crime, pos-session of gambling records and
possession of gambling devices.

Cherry' was charged with engaging in organized crime and promoting gambling, while his wife was
charged with engaging in organized
crime, promoting gambling, possession of gambling devices and
possession of gambling records.
Simpson was charged with
engaging in, organized crime and
promoting gambling. Ms. Simpson
was charged with engaging in
organized crime and promotion of
gambling.
Fields was charged with possession of gambling, records and possession of gambling devices. Williams is charged with engaging in
organized crime - and - promoting
gambling.
The adult suspects were each
jailed in lieu of $5,000 bonds.
Scillian said Abrams was serving
as minister and head overseer of
the church.
He said gambling equipment and
several thousand dollars in cash
were confiscated during Sunday's
raid.,

Iranian newspaper says government
should help secure hostage release
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — An
Iranian newspaper said Monday
that Iran should cooperate with the
United States to secure the release
of Americans and Iranians
kidnapped in Lebanon, the Islamic
Republic News Agency reported.
The agency, monitored in Nicosia, quoted the Ettela'at daily of
Tehran as saying, "When (President) Bush explicitly calls for
cooperation to win the release of
Americans held against their will,
why shouldn't we ... use this
chance so that Iranian hostages
may also go free."
The newspaper was referring to
Bush's plea in his inaugural speech
for assistance in securing the
release of the American hostages.
Nine Americans are among the
15 foreigners missing in Lebanon,
with most believed held by Shiite
Moslem groups loyal to Iran.

The longest held hostage is
American Terry Anderson, chief
Middle East correspondent of The
Associated Press. He was
kidnapped March 16, 1985.
Three Iranian diplomats and
their Lebanese driver, who also
held an Iranian passport, were
kidnapped in 1982 in east Beirut,
which is controlled by the Lebanese Forces, the main Christian
militia.
"The period of peace cannot be
spent with the same characteristics
and policies as in the period of
war," the editorial said.
IRNA quoted the newspaper as
saying Iran gained "a very important and costly experience" during
the Iran-Iraq war, when almost all
countries opposed it.
A U.N.-sponsored cease-fire in
the eight-year war took effect Aug.
20.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
4.1r Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
+12.68
2218.39
44% -Vs
338 33/
1
4A
30 +%
27% urn'
28% +1/4
32% •Ve
30% •1
/
2
87/811 9A
441
/
2 +%
52
/
1
2

50%

-Vs

4%

88/
1
2 +1
/
2
171
/
4 +1
/
2
54/
1
2 •/
1
4

414 MAIN STREET
MURRA ,r, KENTUCKY
753-3366

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
J('Penne)
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

/
4
48/
1
4 +3
123 +%
35% •1
/
2
I4%B 14%A
35% + 1/e
8% unc
53% +1/4
105% +1%
No Trade
53% -1
41 +%
54 -1
/
4
112% +'/
44) 4%
311
/
2 unc
8.43

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUNI

Services for Albert B. (Brownie)
Smith were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale officiated. Gary
McClure was pianist.
Pallbearers were Artelle Tucker,
Trellis P. McCuiston, Charles
McCuiston, Joe Pat Ward, Bryan
Elkins and Greg Smith. Burial was
in New Concord Cemetery with
military rites at the gravesite.
Mr. Smith, 64, Mishawaka, Ind.,
died Friday at Veterans Administration Hospital, Fort Wayne,.
Ind. He was a retired broker-owner
of Ken-Bar Lakes Realty and a

member of First Baptist Church,
Dover, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Kathryn Palmer Smith; two daughters, Mrs. Mary Frances Cronkhite,
South Bend, Ind., and Mrs. Pat
(Lisa) Zinkovitch, Rock Ledge,
Fla.; two sons, Albert E. (Gene)
Smith, South Bend, and David
Smith and wife, Wendy, Sacramento, Calif.; two brothers, Willie
Smith and-'wife, Nell, New Concord, and Marvin Smith, Paris,
Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Odelle
Boggess Smith, Rt. 1, Almo; nine
grandchildren.

Mrs. Sarah Agnes Parrish
Funeral rites for Mrs. Sarah
Agnes Parrish were Monday at I
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy officiated. Mrs.
Grover Oakley was in charge of the
music.
Pallbearers were Grover Oakley,
Flavil Robertson, Joe Bowden,Marshall Kirk, L.B. Parrish
and Ray Parrish. Burial was in
Walter Parker Cemetery.

Mrs. Parrish, 65, New Concord,
died Saturday at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
O.D. Parrish; two daughters, Mrs.
Jerry (Shirley) Kelso, New Concord, and Mrs. James (Patsy) Pierce, Rt. 2, Hazel; one brother, Harlan Bowden, Ri 1, Kirkscy; three
grandchildren.

Roy Brown Howard
Final sites for Roy Brown Howard were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Buron Richerson
and the Rev. Jackson Foster officiated. Doug Ramage was organist
and soloist.

died Friday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Clara J. Waters Howard; one
daughter, Mrs. Wallis (Anna) Colson, Chapel Hill, N.C.; two sons,
Billy Paul Howard and wife,
Catherine, Rt. 7, Murray, and Ted
Pallbearers were Greg Howard, H. Howard and wife, Shirley, SpoKim Howard Colson, Darren How- kane, Wash.; a daughter-in-law.
ard, Freddie Windsor, Larry Gallo- Mrs. Wanda Howard, Rt. 7, Murway, Gary Miller and Mickey Bog- ray; five grandchildren; seven step
gess. Burial was in Salem grandchildren; three greatCemetery.
grandchildren; 12 step greatMr. Howard, 80, Rt. 7, Murray, grandchildren.

Mrs. Iva Maye Davis
The funeral for Mrs. Iva Maye
Davis will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky Miller
will officiate.
Burial will fokllow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. Davis, 72, Sunnyvale,
Calif., died Saturday at 9:50 a.m. at

L. Camino Hospital, Mountain
View, Calif.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Hatcher McCallan, and
two grandchil ,n, Kevin McCalIan and iCerri- cCallan, Sunnyvale; one sister, Mrs. Lucille
Cavitt, Murray; two nieces, Mrs.
Billy Paul (Catherine) Howard,.Rt.
7, Murray, and Mrs. James (Jo)
Miller, Rt. 2, Murray.

Thin roofs saved lives
- LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some
residents of the earthquake-stricken
Soviet republic of Tadzhikistan
may owe their lives to use of relatively lightweight concrete roofing
used in the region, a scientist said.
"This is something Tadzhikistan
engineers took pride in — lighter
weight roofs (of thin, corrugated
concrete), and their encouragement
of the use of this kind of building
practice," Brian Tucker, California's acting state geologist, said
Monday. Tucker has made extensive studies in the region.
Early reports from the Soviet
news agency Tass indicated about
1,000 people died because of the
quake in the Central Asian republic
Monday, at least 600 of them in the
farming settlement of Sharora, one
of at least three villages buried by
a 50-foot-high slide of dirt and
mud.
Because the landslide appears to
be the biggest killer in the quake,
"it seems that the majority of people would have died regardless of
the type of roof they had over their
head," Tucker said.
"But of the people who weren't
buried in mud, probably fewer died
due to the collapse of thick ceilings
than would have without the current practice of lightweight roofs,"
Tucker speculated by phone from
Washington, where he was attending a conference.

Tucker said the improved building practices stemmed from a large
earthquake in 1949, which killed
roughly 20,000 people and was
centered east of Dushanbe, Tidzhikistan's capital. Monday's tremor
was centered 20 to 30 miles southwest of Dushanbe.
Like Monday's quake, which
measured a moderate 5.4 on the
Richter scale, the 1949 jolt triggered a huge landslide. Tucker
said, adding that it buried the town
of Khait, roughly 50 miles east of
Dushanbe.
The quake 40 years ago
prompted the Soviet Academy of
Sciences to establish a permanent
research expedition in the town of
Garm. The seismologists and engineers gained better understanding
of seismic risks, started quake prediction efforts and improved building practices, Tucker said.
"One of the little things they
could do for these rural communities was to make these thin, corrugated cement roofs instead of the
thick mud and rock roofs" traditionally used atop one-story adobe
homes, he said.
Tucker said because such roofs
are common now, the danger of
death from building collapse during
Tadzhikistan quakes "is much less
now than it used to be."

Pictured above from left are Don Rowlett, auto technology teacher
and Junior Pittman of Pittman Wheel Alignment.

Advisory committee meets
The Automotive Technology
Advisory Committee met at the
Murray-Calloway Vocational Center on Jan. 19 to evaluate the current program and to have input into
ways to improve curriculum.
Instructor Don Rowlett presented
an overview of the current curriculum, and both Rowlett and principal Marilyn Willis discussed
school-wide curriculum innovations planned for next year and
asked for feedback.
The committee strongly endorsed
the basic vocational skills concept
in which every vocational student
learns some skills in all Trades and
Industry' areas. Topics they recommended for this skills base include
tool use and safety in all areas,
using shop manuals, using computers, applied math, and communication and "people" skills in addition
to the more specific trade skills.

BOSTON (AP) — A man reportedly contracted the AIDS virus by
having oral sex with a prostitute,
the first report in medical literature
of woman-to-man transmission of
the virus that way, a doctor said.
The case of a 60-year-old New
England man is being reported in
this week's New England Journal
of Medicine by two physicians
from the Lahey Clinic Medical
Center.
"I hope the message gets
through, especially to younger people in high school and college, who
cling to the belief that they're all
right if they don't have intercourse," said Dr. Peter G. Spitzer.
Spitzer said the transmission of
the human immunodeficiency virus
was the first of its kind to be.
documented.
The man who got the virus
reportedly has been married for 30
years and has diabetes, which
caused nerve damage that made
him impotent. He told his doctors
he had not had sex with his wife
for years.
He said his only sexual contact
in recent years was with a prostitute with whom he engaged only in
fellatio and cunnilingus.
He said the woman used
intravenous drugs in his presence.
This suggested the possibility that
she contracted the virus from sharing hypodermic needles rather than
from sexual activity.
Spitzer said it is most likely that
the virus was transmitted to the
man through her vaginal secretions.
Researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital have found the AIDS
virus in vaginal fluids.
But studies have shown that saliva can contain small amounts of
the virus, and it could have been
transmitted through the prostitute's
saliva.

The man said he did not engage
in deep kissing with the woman
and that neither she nor he .had
sores on their mouths or genitals.
during their encounters over two
years.
The two doctors from the Lahey
Clinic did not seek out the prostitute because of state laws on the
confidentiality of AIDS patients,
Spitzer said.
"Ironically, if she had syphilis,
state health authorities could trace
her," he said.
Spitzer and co-author, Dr. Neil J.
Weiner, wrote that "public health
education about safer sexual practices must not only advocate the
use of barrier contraceptives such
as condoms during vaginal and
rectal intercourse, but also caution
against the exchange of bodily
fluids during other sexual practices,
such as oral sex."
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
Keep Tht

G31 I. rear ,•

641 South
Murray
753-2617

it

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1977 Chevy Impala S.W.
power
Power steering
AM-FM
brakes. air. auto
radio, 3 seats .
$240(16

improved steadily since.
A hearing on whether Marcos is
healthy enough to stand trial on
criminal racketeering charges is to
resume in New York on Feb. 9.
Marcos and his wife, Imelda, are
accused of plundering their
nation's homeland before being
toppled in a popular revolt nearly
three years ago. Mrs. Marcos has
pleaded innocent to the charges,
while her husband has not yet been
arraigned.

.62.446evre .64.30&da
4.2„.Retre'r .64.4•911-*"'
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This
Weeks
Special

Hog market
UnierslAlake
%et. Verclot ,lormary 24. I 480
Kentucky Purchooe Area Hog Market Report In
eludes 1 Raying Stations Receipts, Act IRA. Est.
400 Sorrows & tithe .34271 lower, Sows .341-3.03
lower.
1399.50.40.00 test U. 40.23
UN Ii 110464 lb*
$31.5016.14
US 14 144.2* lb*
salt* 30.30
us ii 3$14-103 lb.
$30.00 3001)
UM 3-4 1134470 lb.
Sows
1120 50 29 3.0
UN 14 174214) lb.
tr5 1.3 8119411. it..
LIR.4119 39.50
527.00.24.34
IS 1.3404-544 lb.
477.41•44.44
US 1.3 111111 awl up
51414047.04
IN 3.3 1114460 lb.
Bows 1131114044.30

Advisory committee members
include Junior Garland of Murray
Auto Parts, Louie Greenfield of D
& W Auto Repair, Pittman, and
Cunningham.

AIDS case documented

Marcos better in Honolulu
HONOLULU (AP) — Ferdinand
Marcos, hospitalized with pneumonia and bronchial asthma, was feeling better Monday but it was not
known when he would be transferred out of the intensive care
unit, a hospital spokeswoman said.
Marcos, 71, was partly removed
from a respirator Monday, but he
was not completely free of the breathing device, said St. Francis
Medical Center spokeswoman Norma Kop.
Doctors said the former Philippine president's condition was
improving, Kop said. But Marcos
would remain in the intensive care
unit at least through Tuesday, she
said.
Marcos was admitted to the hospital eight days ago. He had been
hospitalized twice in December for
treatment of congestive heart
failure.
Marcos' left lung collapsed last
Thursday and he was transferred to
the intensive care unit. Doctors
reinflated the lung and he has

GOtki work habits and the willingness to learn were identified as
the most important skills students
need in order to be successful.
"There's a whole lot to working on
cars these days," according to Randy Cunningham of Cunningham
Auto Repair, "but like Jerry Gower says, the most important thing to
learn is who the boss is. They have
to want to learn and to try doing
what you tell them to do."
Committee member Junior Pittman of Pittman Wheel Alignment
said, "You have to be able to deal
with the public and understand
what the customer wants. You have
to be able to communicate."

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & French Fries

$229
Special Good Jan. 23-27
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0046

